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Slides past by 25 votes ^ 
Murphy, Bakos emerge 
as favorites in election 
Publicity of Student Association ac- 
tivities will come through a newsletter 
and the Progress according to Murphy. 
He said his administration will utilize the 
Progress to get it points across to the 
students, since the paper is the number 
one means of communication on campus. 
Murphy plans to spend two 10 three 
hours a day in the Student Association 
office, depending on his class schedule. 
Similarly, Bakos' time of service 
depends on her schedule, but she plans to 
be there "as much time every day as 
possible." 
Both were noncomittal when asked 
about the upcoming Student Regent 
election. Murphy said he would wait 
until all petitions are in before deciding if 
he will support anyone. 
Although he feels similar goals held by 
the Student Association President 
and Student Regent are important, he 
does not fed that it is "100 per cent 
necessary to have the two working very 
closely." 
The major thrust of the Murphy-Bakos 
administration will be increasing student 
awareness and involvement in student 
government. They hope their plans for 
reorganization will accomplish these 
goals and that student government will 
be extended to virtually every facet of 
■ campus. 
BY DIANA TAYLOR 
Staff Writer 
Another era of student political fervor 
has come and gone, this time with Jim 
Murphy and Beth Bakos emerging 
victorious. 
The Murphy and Bakos ticket edged 
out that of Paul "Buck" Yerian and Mike 
Green by a slim 25 votes, each having 592 
and567 votes respectively. David Combs 
and Michele Wade were third with 319 
and write-ins Jack Daniels and Dan 
Wilson garnered 234 ballots in their 
favor. 
These calculations were reached 
during a computer count. A re-count by 
hand was also held, with insignificant 
differences appearing. 
The voter turnout was more successful 
than last year with 1,712 students going to 
the polls. 
Now that the excitement is over, where 
do the new leaders plan to go from here? 
Basically toward reorganization, they 
said in an interview. 
They want to "try to serve all 
students," according to Murphy. The 
first major step is reorganization of the 
president's cabinet. Seated on that 
cabinet will be representatives from 
Panhellenic, Inter-Fraternity Council 
and Men's and Women's Interdormitory 
Boards. 
Murphy and Bakos, who will be 
inaugurated at Tuesday's Student 
Association banquet, also feel the 
committee structure is highly essential 
for success. They want to revamp 
existing committees, create new ones 
and get new people involved in the 
system. 
When asked how he would succeed with 
the committee system where others have 
failed. Murphy responded that recruiting 
new people will bring the added interest 
and energy necessary for success. He 
added that if students feel they can get 
something done, they will work. 
They also want to overcome the image 
the Student Senate has had in the past by 
encouraging research and fact gathering 
on specific motions. They will encourage 
further, different people to run in next 
fall's Senate elections. In essence, they 
want student government to appeal to 
more than a select group of individuals. 
Preventing fall headaches 
Photo by Rick Yeb 
Students Jill Somogy, Diane Jenkins, and Judy King obtain 
their class cards on the steps of the Combs Building. Jill is a 
child development major from Cleveland, Ohio; Diane and Judy 
are both freshman nursing majors.   In previous years, upper 
classmen could not pre-register for the fall semester. 
Flea Market Interdorm provides opportunity to make money from odds and ends 
BY MARLA RIDENOUR 
SUff Writer 
Men's and Women's Interdorm will co- 
sponsor a Flea Market April 29 from 3-7 
p.m. in the plaza area near the fountain. 
This activity is designed to provide a 
service to students who will soon be 
forced to move their many accumulated 
possessions from their dormitories at the 
end of the semester. Students will have 
the opportunity to bring books, posters, 
craft objects, and other odds and ends to 
sell or trade with others, with all profits 
going to the seller. Tables will be sup- 
plied for student's  use. 
Live entertainment will be provided by 
Applegate Blues. In case of rain, the site 
will be moved to the grill. 
All students participating in the sale 
are encouraged to dispose of all their 
belongings and clean up their area when 
the sale i« ended. 
Angie Taylor, the outgoing president of 
Women's Interdorm, reported to 
Interdorm members at Thursday's 
meeting on the progress of the Student 
Affairs Open House Hearings. 
Progress receives ACP All-American; 
rates first in Columbia Press group 
BY JAN HEN8LEY 
News Editor 
lhe Eastern Progress, the campus 
student newspaper received an Ail- 
American rating from the Associated 
Collegiate Press and a first place rating 
from Columbia Scholastic Press 
Association here Friday for the first 
semester of the 1974-75 academic year. 
>.   i 
According   to  Ron  Wolfe,   Progress 
advisor, this is the first time he can 
remember the Progress ever receiving a 
mark of distinction in five out of five 
categories from the ACP.    Categories 
included: coverage and content; writing 
and   editing;   editorial   leadership; 
physical appearance and photography. 
College papers must score in at least four 
out of five categories to receive the All- 
American rating. 
Wally Wikoff. executive director of 
ACP said, "Hundreds of newspapers and 
newsmagazines are evaluated carefully 
each semester by the various judges 
located throughout the country." 
Wikoff also stated in a release to the 
Progress that "a relative few...about 20 
percent...make All-American. 
Approximately another 40 percent are 
judged First Class, and the rest are 
either Second or Third Class. 
The Progress earned its highest marks 
with 220 points out of a possible 200 in the 
"news sources" category; 180 points out 
of 200 in features; and 210 out of of a 
possible 200 for editorials. Front page 
' makeup also received a high marking of 
190 out of a possible 200 and inside news 
page makeup scored 150 out of 150. 
Picture content received 150 out 150 
points possible. 
One ACP judge commented, "Even 
from where I am, I feel I know Eastern 
and life on campus from reading your 
paper." 
In general content and coverage the 
CSPA gave features 44 out of 45; for the 
editorial page 53 out of 55; and sports, 55 
out of 60. News pages received a score of 
39 out of 40 with general design receiving 
73 out of 75 points. 
CSPA judges commented that 
"generally the balance of articles is well 
done and a good job in getting most kinds 
of stories into subservent issues." 
Editor-in-chief for the fall semester 
was Delma J. Francis, a senior 
jounalism major from Lancaster, 
Kentucky. Jackie Buxton.a sophomore 
majoring in journalism from Louisville, 
was managing editor for the Progress. 
Serving as business manager was Dave 
Swofford,. a junior biology major from 
Lexington. Jan Hensley, a senior from 
Phelps, Kentucky, served as news editor 
with Julie Hoyt,'. a junior from 
Richmond, Va. serving as 'feature 
editor. Sports editor was Pat Wilson, a 
physical education major from 
Louisville, while Sharon D. (Juliette, a 
senior jounalism major from Cincinnati, 
fulfilled the duties of fine arts editor. 
The committee, composed of Dean 
Myers, Angie Taylor, Steve Steithers, 
Gary Gray, and Deans Allen and 
Crockett, will discuss the proposals 
Monda'y to determine the policy changes 
they will send to President Martin and 
the Board of Regents. 
According to Dr. Thomas Myers, Dean 
of Student Affairs, Monday's meeting 
served mainly to discuss the many ideas 
the committee is considering. 
"Because all student members were 
not present, we were unable to vote on 
any proposals at this week's meeting. 
We will meet next Monday   at the 
same time,'""   Myers said. 
"One of the topics discussed was 
supervision, and what is meant by 
adequate supervision." he continued. 
"The purpose of our committee is to 
evaluate open house as we had them this 
year, and we have a lot of material to be 
digested," Myers said. 
"We will have some proposals to take 
to the Board of Regents for their early 
summer meetings," he added. 
Myers said, "I feel that we have out- 
standing student representation on this 
committee. They have come up with 
some outstanding ideas, all which need to 
be thoroughly considered." 
Ms. Taylor said, "If our proposals 
don't get through this year, we must go to 
the students and urge them to write 
letters to Dr. Myers to let him know that 
we still want open house." 
"The problem is that the ad- 
ministration doesn't believe the students 
want open house because the dorms don't 
have it or because of poor turnout. The 
fact is that we can't have open house with 
this policy," she said. 
"The present policy is highly 
destructive to house councils. Even with 
increased substitution and the choice of 
the weekend night, councils will still be 
disabled." she added. 
"We need more student involvement to 
achieve the changes we want. Students 
must be willing to complain to higher 
sources." 
Security states parking violations 
number largest in school history 
BY JOHN ROBERTSON 
SUff Writer 
"By dang, if this isn't the worst year 
we've ever had," said Billy Lockridge, 
director of safety and security at 
Eastern, when talking about the number 
of parking tickets given out this year.   . 
Lockridge said since September, 24,000 
tickets have been tagged on cars, the 
most     in     the history of Eastern. 
"There's more parking space than 
there's ever been before. Yet, there's 
more tickets given than before," 
Lockridge pointed out. Security 
registered a larger number of cars this 
semester than in any previous semester. 
Lockridge. with Security for eight 
years, said some people have paid the 
fees to register their car but have failed 
to pick up their decals to make the car 
legal on campus. 
"I just can't believe people are like 
they are," said Lockridge, noting the 
students who go through registration and 
pay a fee to register a car but don't have 
a car. The $12 registration 
charge goes to the general fund of the 
University, not to Security. . 
A parking ticket costs the violator two 
dollars. If a person receives over three 
tickets in a five-day period mf can have 
his decal revoked. 
Lockridge commented that a car could 
be towedaway if it was blocking someone 
else and said, "A lot of the times it 
depends on where the car is parked," 
(Continued on page twelve) 
Black faculty 
1.4 percent 
of teachers 
BY BECKY HANNER 
Stair Writer 
"1 think Eastern equals and exceeds 
other universities in the state in terms ot 
recruiting and retaining black faculty 
members." said Dr. John D. Rowlett. 
vice-president for academic affairs and 
research. 
According to Rowlett. EKU now 
has eight full-time and two part-time 
black faculty members. There are 526 
full-time faculty members employed 
here. The first black faculty member 
hired at Eastern was James S. Way. 
employed in 1967. 
"I want to emphasize that Eastern 
began to seek out well-qualified black 
faculty members long before the 
Affirmative Action Plan was put into 
effect," Rowlett said. 
He added that Eastern has been more 
successful in hiring blacks in recent 
years. 
Because Eastern is an equal op- 
portunity employer. Rowlett said that 
department chairmen and deans make a 
strong effort to see that positions are well 
advertised. 
According to Dr. J.C. Powell, vice- 
president for administration, ad- 
vertisements are placed in professional 
journals stating that Eastern is an equal 
opportunity employer. Also, institutions 
that have been traditionally black are 
conUcted and informed that vacancies 
exist. 
Powell labeled competition as the 
reason why it is hard to hire black 
faculty. 
"Many universities are seeking to hire 
minority faculty and sUff members," he 
said. "However, job offers at Eastern 
are based on an individual's 
qualifications. We don't offer a black 
more money simply because he is 
black," said Powell. 
"Although we have made a strong 
effort to seek out qualified blacks, and 
have urged qualified blacks to apply, no 
preferential treatment is given to blacks 
or any minority group," said Rowlett. 
While black faculty members con- 
stitute only 1.4 per cent of Eastern's total 
full-time faculty personnel, black 
students account for 6 per cent of total 
student enrollment. In 1960, there were 
16 black students enrolled at EKU; 
currently there are 746 black students 
attending Eastern. Thus, black student 
enrollment has risen more rapidly than 
overall enrollment. 
Bee(utiful) Photo by Rick Yeh 
Two signals hailing the arrival of Spring 
are flowers and insects. A blossom of the 
Malus, or crabapple tree provides a con- 
venient perch for this travelling bumble bee. 
Ecology, Human Affairs class examines 
pro-con of Kentucky residents concern over...  . 
Red River Dam controversy 
Eastern students recently toured the Red River Gorge area, 
as part of their course work in GSC 262. Titled "Ecology and 
Human Affairs," the course is taught by Dr. William Martin, 
of the biology department. The proposed construction of a 
dam in the Gorge area has resulted in a state-wide con- 
troversy. 
BY TERKV TAYLOR 
SUff Writer 
'lhe controvery that has been raging in 
Kentucky over the proposed Red River 
Gorge dam is the subject matter for Dr. 
William Martin's Ecology and Human 
Affairs class. This semester the general 
studies science class (GSC 262) has 
studied the pros and cons of the problem, 
a topic of concern for all residents of 
Kentucky. 
The class is composed of freshmen and 
sophomores and has approximately 50 
members, who have made two field trips 
to the Gorge in order to see first hand the 
study area, and enable the students take 
a more educated stand in the con- 
troversy. 
Red River Gorge covers parts of 
Powell. Wolfe, and Menifee counties, 
about 70 miles from Richmond. 
A major part of class work has been the 
analysis of the Final Environmental 
ImpactStatement. compiled by the Army 
Corps of Engineers. This, is a deUiled 
document required by the U.S. Govern- 
ment of any agency that plans a project 
that will affect the surrounding en- 
vironment. 
Examples of such projects would in- 
clude highway consruction, nuclear 
power plants, aerial pesticide spraying, 
river channeling, or, as in this case, flood 
control. 
These environmental statements are 
part of the government's response to the 
rising national concern about en- 
vironmental degradation. The 
statements must contain all the facts 
about the proposed project includingany 
damaging effect on the environment the 
project may have. 
Each member of the class studies a 
small section of the statement and turns 
in a paper on it. Even though the 
statements are designed to inform the 
public, much of the wording is technical 
in nature, and requires some studv to 
understand fully.     The class is also 
debating the  issue. 
If you are interested in taking part in 
the fight to save the Gorge, there will be a 
rally Saturday. April 26, for that purpose 
Carpoois will leave Commonwealth 
Stadium parking lot (Lexington) at 8 
a.m. and will reassemble in Frankfortat 
Ewing High School Gym at 10:30 a.m. 
From   there,   the   participants   will 
march to the Capitol, arriving at    noon 
If you are against the dam, your support 
at this rally is strongly   encouraged 
The time for debate, however, is 
drawing to a close. On May 1 in 
Washington D.C., there will be a hearing 
before the Appropriations Committee to 
decide whether or not funds should be 
granted for the project. 
The hearing is designed to let the 
committee listen to public imput on the 
subject. Dr. Martin plans to attend, and 
has  five minutes to air his views. 
Anyone that requests and receives 
time before the committee may go. 
'i* I 
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March in opposition to the Dam 
Help force Governor Carroll to make a stand 
This weekend, Saturday 26, an 
important march will be held at 
Frankfort. The march is an 
attempt to persuade Governor 
Carroll to come out either in- 
support of or opposition to 
the   Red River Dam, 
In a political play, Carroll is 
evidently postponing his stand 
until election time. The march is 
to show him how many votes he 
will lose of he decides in favor of 
the dam. You are needed to 
march in the fight against the 
dam. 
But why should you fight 
against the Red River dam? 
What difference does it make to 
you? The Corps of Engineers 
says we need a dam; we need a 
dam, right?   Not true. 
\ 
The Corps gives three reasons 
for building the dam. Lexington 
needs the water supply. It will 
provide recreation for over 999 
people. It is needed for flood 
protection. 
MYTH: LEXINGTON NEEDS 
THE WATER SUPPLY. FACT: 
LEXINGTON HAS REFUSED 
THE WATER SUPPLY 
PROPOSITION AND HAS TOLD 
THE CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
WHAT THEY CAN DO WITH 
THEIR DAM. 
MYTH: IT WILL PROVIDE 
RECREATION FOR OVER 
999 PEOPLE. FACT: THERE 
ARE ALREADY OVER A 
THOUSAND PEOPLE A YEAR 
GOING THERE. Plus, if it is 
man-made   lakes  the     Corps 
wants, they already have some. 
Why make hikers and back- 
packers suffer for the con- 
venience of "modern day" cam- 
pers. 
MYTH: IT WILL PROVIDE 
FLOOD PROTECTION. FACT: 
THE CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
HAS ADMITTED THAT THERE 
ARE OTHER CHEAPER AND 
LESS DESTRUCTIVE WAYS 
TO PROTECT FLOODING. 
Also the water that backs up 
form the dam will have to go 
somewhere thus flooding 
something else. 
FACT: THE PROPOSED 
DAM WILL MOVE OUT 
PEOPLE WHO ARE 
RESIDENTS  OF THE GORGE 
AREA     AND-   WHO    HAVE 
ALWAYS BEEN RESIDENTS 
OF THE GORGE. WHY MAKE 
THEM TEAR UP THEIR 
ROOTS FOR'CONVENIENCE 
SAKE?" 
The march needs your help. 
But so do the people wh in- 
volved, many of whom are 
marching to save their  homes. 
Students have been accused of 
political apathy before. This 
weekend show your 
congressman and senator that 
you understand and care about 
this particular issue. 
SUPPORT THE RED RIVER 
GORGE MARCH. THE GORGE 
IS THE ONLY ONE OF ITS 
KIND THAT WE HAVE. LET'S 
NOT THROW IT AWAY. 
Honors Day becomes commercial venture 
Many students have looked 
forward to Sunday, April 27, 
when they will be honored 
publicly for their achievements 
of the year or, in some cases four 
years.   Sunday is Honors Day. 
Traditionally,   the   honors 
program has been held in Brock 
Auditorium, but not this year. 
Below is a segment of the letter 
sent to all honorees: 
"You have been selected to 
receive an award or other form 
of recognition at this program. 
You will be a guest of the 
University at the luncheon. If 
you have guests who    wish    to 
attend, tickets may be pur- 
chased for $3 each at the 
Cashier's Window..." 
That's the clincher. This year, 
parents and relatives wishing to 
attend the program will have to 
pay for the privilege of watching 
their sons and daughters receive 
the awards they have earned! 
Even for a materialistic in- 
stitution, this seems to bej&.iAK' 
much. A number of students 
being honored are graduating 
seniors, and who needs to save as 
much as possible at this time 
more than seniors? 
With the expenses incurred 
with graduation, leaving home, 
surviving until that first pay 
cheA most graduating seniors 
and their families just don't have 
funds for unnecessary ex- 
penditures. 
And the luncheon is just that— 
an unnecessary frill. The 
awards and honors would mean 
just as much if presented in the 
traditional fashion, as a 
ceremony in Brock. 
Oh, it may be argued that it 
isn't necessary for relatives to 
partake of  the  luncheon,   but 
unfortunately, Americans are 
obsessed with how their actions 
look to others. How would it look 
if a family walked in after the 
luncheon? Whispers of'Are they 
that cheap?' would pervade the 
room. 
The luncheon was suggested 
by committees from the various 
colleges who thought it would be 
a "good way of honoring 
students." 
To students who have earned 
the awards with hours of hard 
work and struggle, the meal will 
be incidental. 
ppTCTC ;     Those in trouble, lonely, depressed should utilize 
^ #   excellent service operated by fellow students 
Crisis—Webster defines it as 
"the decisive moment; turning 
point." 
CRISIS—Eastern Kentucky 
University students recognize 
this as a referral information 
and counseling service operated 
by competent, trained student 
volunteers. 
Sadly enough, this is one ex- 
cellent service provided for the 
student body  which  has  been 
Letters to the Editor 
Dear Editor. 
A few weeks ago a letter of 
mine appeared in the Progress. 
In il. I stated thai I felt Ihe 
University should lower Ihe 
check assessment fee to a cost 
for checks under $15. 
This was jusl my idea and thai 
is how I thought I stated it. 
Now I found out that I am not 
making friends over at Ihe 
Bursar's office Upon my 
returning from Spring Break I 
found a letter from the Bursar's 
office. In it was a clipping of my 
letter from the paper and the 
fees' list that we receive at 
registration. On the back was a 
big red circle around Ihe check 
assessment fee. 
There was no explanation to 
the letter, just those two things. 
I felt like Ihe Bursar's office 
was saying. '"Well we got 
another sap!". 
II is a shame people can't get 
intelligent answers to their 
suggestions. 
Sincerely. 
Tony Hyail 
Box 279 Commonwealth 
Once again, the Progress's 
critique of graduation is limited 
to chastisement of the faculty. 
Again. I must suggest lhal the 
faculty's "bored'' appearance 
is no more reprehensible than 
Ihe behavior of parents, guest, 
and even graduates, who leave 
in droves before the ceremony's 
end. and who ignore requesls to 
refrain from applause, cheers, 
whistling, etc 
Equally disturbing is Ihe 
apparenl painlessness with 
which ihe Progress annually 
suggests removing Ihe faculty 
i except   for   a   token   from 
graduation. When I graduated. 
I would have been disappointed 
if those professors for whom I 
worked so hard and to whom I 
owed so much had not been 
present to share that occasion'' 
with me and my parents 
Now, as a professor. I believe 
that even though com- 
mencements are enough alike 
to become dull to us veteran 
attenders. there are always 
some graduates whose presence 
al EKU has made my work 
worthwhile, and I am happy to 
join        ceremonially in 
acknowledging      their      ac- 
complishments. 
If student attitudes toward 
Ihe faculty are such that we 
become readily expendable at 
graduation, then let the 
Progress begin its critique with 
freshman year, and determine 
how student-faculty relations 
might be changed to evoke a 
different feeling at the end of 
four years. 
Finally, let the Progress- 
extend its critique to an ex- 
ploration of how graduation 
might become more bearable to 
all in attendance while main- 
taining Ihe personal touch of 
granling diplomas individually. 
Sincerely. 
Jane Gurganus. 
Assistant Professor 
Wallace 316 
Vote Tuesday 
in the 
Student Regent 
election 
consistently ignored and  even 
avoided. 
CRISIS is a telephone service 
conducted by students on the 
EKU campus who have been 
thoroughly trained during a 
series of screening sessions and 
a 10-week period of transactional 
analysis and drug training in 
order that they might be as 
adequately qualified as possible 
to cope with situations which 
may arise through telephone 
conversations with students 
seeking help—students at "the 
decisive moment, the turning 
point." 
The primary reason given for 
neglect of the CRISIS services is 
students' fear of being forced, or 
even persuaded, into revealing 
personal information which is 
given in confidence only to be 
recorded on numerous files and 
forms for the disposal of anyone. 
However, CRISIS stresses the 
essentiality of a confidential 
relationship during all telephone 
converstaions, with the student 
or person seeking counseling not 
being required to even reveal his 
name. 
CRISIS is structured so 
as to place the choice of 
revealing information in the 
hands of the person who places 
the call, rather than insisting 
that that person answer a mile- 
long list of personal and pon- 
derous questions before he can 
even hope to obtain advice. 
The CRISIS volunteers are 
there to be of assistance, 
whether that involves referral 
information or simply listening 
with genuine concern and sen- 
sitivity. The volunteer has no 
control over the conversation in 
any way; the "callee" may hang 
up the receiver at any moment. 
> 
Also, the fact that this coun- 
seling service is in the hands of. 
students, thus enables them to 
relate directly to problems and 
confusions which a student may 
be experiencing—because he 
may have experienced the same, 
or similar, frustrations himself. 
Perhaps the volunteers are 
most qualified to answer the 
questions of such student, 
because they have been exposed 
to the same turmoil, only with 
intense training to enable them 
to effectively cope with them. 
During training , which each 
volunteer must complete and be 
evaluated upon, students work 
with an experienced supervisor 
to gain practical, first-hand 
knowledge of how to handle 
phone calls. 
The trainees make a series of 
tapes to provide a means of 
gaining primary knowletje of 
how to confidentially handle 
calls. 
Supervisors create typical 
situatioiis with which volunteers 
may be faced, and record these 
situations through role-playing 
sessions. 
Webster defines confidence as 
"that in which faith is put or 
reliance had; reliance upon 
another's secrecy and fidelity." 
CRISIS exists for the purpose 
of providing a source of con- 
fidence to which students may 
turn without fear of that con- 
fidence being betrayed. 
However, there is one 
requirement—in order to benefit 
from the confidence offered 
by CRISIS, a student must be 
willing to offer his own conf idnce 
in its sincerity and trust- 
worthiness, he must be willing to 
grasp that out-stretched hand of 
concern and reliability. 
Assess politicians, records; 
invest vote carefully 
Dr. Stuart Gilman, assistant 
professor of political science, 
made a frightening statement 
last week. He pointed out that a 
lot of people will vote for Ford 
and Rockefeller in '76 just 
because they will be the in- 
cumbents. Truth of the matter 
is, politicians are playing with 
out vote. 
Take 1972 for instance. (This 
was a great year for campaign 
promises.) Kentucky's ex- 
governor, Ford ran for re- 
election. In '74 he decided to run 
for U.S. senator. Did we hold 
him to his promises of '72? 
No, we said "If you're tired of 
being governor, we'll follow your 
wishes and elect you senator." 
In floing so, we put a perfectly 
good man out to pasture. Cook 
may not have been the best 
senator in the world but on the 
other hand, Ford still owed the 
people of Kentucky two more 
years. 
Take '72 again. "Four more 
years," asked Nixon. We gave 
them to him. The shades of 
Watergate were hanging over 
him. Most people though that at 
worst it was a McGovern plot. 
Less than two years later both 
he and Agnew resigned. We now 
have a president we didn't vote 
for, a V.P!? we didn't vote for and, 
here, a governor we didn't vote 
So why is this aimed at you? 
Ever since you reached an age of 
responsibility, school personnel 
have been saying one thing 
in common. "The world of 
tomorrow is in the hands of the 
young people." 
That's right too. And unless 
we take voting more seriously, 
politicians are going to become 
more agents of self rather than 
agents of the people. 
So in voting, and this holds true 
when applicable, for student 
elections too, remember these 
guidelines: 
Don't vote for the incumbent 
just because he is the the in- 
cumbent. 
When the candidate, especially 
the incumbent, says "Look at the 
record, look at it carefully, Does 
the good outweigh the bad? 
Hold the elected official to his 
promise. If he promises 
something that can't be done 
challenge him. 
If he's not doing his job, the 
next time he comes up for re- 
election take a real close look at 
him. 
If you make candidates work 
for election and re-election and 
hold them to. their promises, 
politics will probably be a lot 
better off. 
Special life insurance rates 
available to non-smokers 
Waiting for a "safe" 
cigarette?   Better quit. 
There's no such thing as a safe 
cigarette. And little hope for 
one. 
There is some evidence that 
cigarettes with lower tar and 
nicotine levels may be less 
hazardous than those higher 
levels. But anything that burns 
- —tobacco, lettuce, Kentucky 
bluegrass—creates gases that 
assault the lungs. 
Insurance companies know the 
statistics. About two dozen of the 
nation's life insurers provide 
discounts to people who don't 
smoke. 
Before granting lower rates, 
some companies require that the 
person has never smoked. 
Generally, though, the emphasis 
is on present smoking habits. At 
least three major companies 
require only a simple statement 
that the person hasn't smoked 
for one to three years. Several 
others rely on interviews and 
inspection reports. 
The benefits of quitting 
smoking can come quickly. One 
experiment in Canada showed 
remarkable improvements in 
lung function after only six 
weeks of stopping smoking. 
To find out ways to quU 
smoking for yourself and those 
you love, contactjyour Kentucky 
Lung Association. 
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Although lacking imaginative lyrics 
America shows inventive instrumentation 
While America's new album 
Hearts shows a distinct 
deviation from their usual in- 
strumental style, the tunes and 
lyrics for the most part are 
repititious and sound much like 
songs they've  done before. 
Hearts is much more low 
keyed than previous albums, and 
exhibits primarily two types of 
songs: dance tunes and blah 
ballads. 
"Half a Man," a catchey 
dance tune, has an outstanding 
bass part, brass section, and 
back-up female vocalists. 
However, the lyrics, like those in 
swinger "Daisy Jane," are not 
imaginative. "Daisy Jane" 
sounds much too much like "I 
Need You," a cut from 
America's first album. 
"Woman Tonight," another 
rocker, contains these deeply 
pondered lyrics, 
Pbote ky Jeff Hayei 
ttubel Caldwell 
Rubel Caldwell, delivering a 
free and easy gospel-type song, 
won first place in the talent 
contest   Monday   evening. 
Band to give 
Sunday concert 
Eastern's Symphonic Band, 
under the direction of Robert 
Hart well, will give a Sunday 
afternoon concert April 27. 
The concert will feature a 
work by Percy Grainger for 
organ and wind band entitled 
"The Power of Rome and the 
Christian Heart.'* 
The concert will be held in 
Brock Auditorium at 3:30 p.m. 
There is no admission charge, 
and the public is invited. 
"So hold me. hold me tight 
Won't you *Je my woman 
tonight." 
Despite its faults, America 
manages to salvage the album 
with a few outstnading cuts. 
One cut entitled "Old 
Virginia" is a country sounding 
ballad featuring recorders in the 
background. Although the song's 
main idea is not clear, it seems 
to be about a minstrel. 
"Hey. honey won't ya sit down 
and slop here for a spell. 
Singing sweet lulabies to forget 
about your health. Don't think 
about tommorrow it's a whole 
night's sleep away I sure 
would be pleased to have you 
sl»y." 
"Midnight" is soft ballad 
combines good lyrics with a 
harmony that only America can 
produce. The song has touches 
of the supernatural. 
John Mayall 
gives concert 
in Louisville 
The world has always 
welcomed the special 
exhilaration that the ad- 
venturesome explorer can 
provide. Robin Trower who 
plays at the Convention Center 
this Saturday, April 26, treats his 
music in this exploratory 
manner, discovering previously 
uncharted territory within the 
electric guitar. 
Judging from the monumental 
sales of his albums and his sold 
out concerts, Robin's discoveries 
have been very popular ones. 
Variously referred to as "The 
High Priest of the Blues," "The 
Sire of Supergroups" and even 
"The Godfather of the Blues," 
John Mayall does not so much 
play music as control it. For 
over a decade this 41-year-old 
English composer -singer-player 
has used the (seemingly) 
elementary blues form to create 
new and fresh sounds as 
distinctive as fingerprints. 
Tickets to the conceit are 
priced at $5.50 advance, $6.50 
day of show and are on sale now 
at : Convention Center, 525 W. 
Walnut; Leatherhead; and 
Subway Boutique. 
"You are running through the 
tunnel of night. Soon you "ill 
dance around the fire of fright 
Included on the album,is the 
tile song from the Universal 
motion picture, "The Story of a 
Teenager." America wrote and 
performed the theme song by the 
SIGHTS& 
SOUNDS 
SHARON Gl I.I.ETTK 
same name. It is a good, hard 
dance tune, and is marked by a 
high ranking bass part and 
percussion- They sing, 
"I was alone like the silence in 
the night. I had no home, no one 
close to hold me light." 
"Sister Golden Hair," which 
has received much air-play 
already, is by far the best 
composition on the entire record. 
It begins with a well-done 
Harrison-style guitar 
arrangement which is carried 
throughout the song. It has 
" creative words as well as a good 
beat. 
"Well. I tried to make it Sun- 
day. But I got so Damn 
depressed So I set my sights on 
Monday. And 1 goi my self 
undressed Well. I ain't ready 
for the altar. But I do agree 
there's times When a woman 
sure can be a friend of mine.' 
It appears that the young man 
left his bride standing at the 
altar. 
Hearts, while it certainly is no 
match for Holiday, is not a bad 
album. The instrumentation is 
inventive and different from 
previous albums. America 
should, however, look back to 
what has gone before and try to 
match the lyric standards they 
have set for themselves in the 
past. 
Photo by Paul Lambert 
Scene from 'Oklahoma' 
Summer photography studies 
offered in Maine workshops 
Two prize winning 
photographers will conduct a 
series of special workshops in 
photojournalism, social 
documentary, newspaper and 
magazine feature photography 
this summer at the Maine 
Photographic Workshops in 
Rockport, Maine. 
"This photojournalism series 
at the Maine Workshops has 
been designed especially for 
college newspaper 
photographers and picture 
editors." says the Workshop's 
f ,. Director, David H.  Lyman,  a 
takeS applicants    professional    magazine 
photo journalist. The last week of 
the three-week series deals with 
picture story layout, photo 
editing, tabloid and magazine 
graphic design. 
Other photographic courses 
being offered this summer at the 
Maine Workshops include those 
Center Board 
Applications for the' 
University Center Board can 
be obtained in the Student 
Activities and Organizations 
office, Powell 128. Students 
applying must have a 2.25 
overall average, and all ap- 
plications must be returned by 
May 2. 
mercial, and wildlife and nature 
photography. 
The Workshops offer shorter 
courses in a variety of programs, 
including basic and ex- 
perimental photo silk screen, 
color printing, chemistry, 
history of photography, 
magazine design, photo 
markets, studio lighting, and 
slide presentations. 
College credit is available for 
all the Master Classes through a 
variety of institutions. 
Scholarships and student 
housing is also available. 
Additional information and 
schedules are available by 
writing the. Director, Maine 
Photographic Workshops, Rock- 
port, Maine 04856. 
Colours concert in Ravine 
Colours, a group from Texas, will be featured in a free concert 
in the Ravine Wednesday, April 30. Their music is described as 
country honk, folksy balladeering, trucker-blues and hip-on- 
the-range humor. The concert is a presentation of the 
University Center Board. 
Two leading ladies? 
'Oklahoma9 offers solid 
entertainment,fine staging 
SUE NELSON 
Kine Arts Contributor 
OKLAHOMA!, the 1975 
University Musical Theatre 
Production, opened in the 
Clarence Gifford theatre 
Wednesday night. 
Under the stage direction and 
choreography of Dr. Robert 
Sporre, the play is comprised of 
an all-student cast. Drawn from 
a diverse range of majors, aside 
from just Drama or Music 
students, the basically amateur 
cast perform like professionals. 
Casting for the play started as 
early as the first of February. 
Since that time, the entire 
company practiced devotedly to 
obtain the perfection exhibited in 
the finished, polished per- 
formances. 
Musical direction is totally 
under the auspice of Dr. David 
Wehr. The University Orchestra 
shows precise timing and 
chordal harmony. They play set 
upon a hay loft style platform 
above the stage. 
Costuming design by Jean 
Dreusedow reflects in- 
dividualized character per- 
sonality. Make-up, by Deborah 
Burris, portrays student actors 
as middle-aged farmers, 
sheriffs, and shotgun-toting 
fathers. 
George A Robinson's scenery 
and lighting is especially ef- 
fective in the dream sequence in 
which Pat Chic, Billie Killman, 
and Bob Pike dance a won- 
derfully vivid dream ballet. 
Something new and very en- 
tertaining on an Eastern stage is 
the unique tap dance scene 
"Kansas      City." The 
choreography for this number 
was done by Kathy Skid more, an 
Eastern student. 
The lead female role is shared 
by Karen Boagan and Debbie 
Thomas. Talented Phil Tracy 
plays the part of wavy-haired 
Curly, the cowboy who wins 
Laurey's hand and heart. 
Barry Helm is outstanding in 
the role of Ali Hakim, the comic 
Persian peddler. The hissablc, 
hired hand Jud Fry is con- 
vincingly played by Dan 
Houghey. Ellen Bach is 
delightfully cast as Ado Annie, 
the girl who can't say no. 
All of the musical numbers are 
well done, but particularity good 
are "Pore Jud" and the songs in 
which the entire cast participate 
in the dancing, as well as 
singing. 
Playing on campus through 
Saturday night, OKLAHOMA! 
offers an evening of en- 
tertainment recomended as 
highly enjoyable. 
in the field of fine art,  com- 
The last thing a college 
senior needs is another 
pat on the back. 
As a college senior, credit-card offers, 
promises and congratulations come pouring in. 
Enjoy it while you can. Because it wont last. 
Out in the world, you'll have to work things out 
for yourself. And one of those things is 
life insurance. >      ... 
Fidelity Union Life has a plan designed lor you: 
the CollegeMaster*. the insur- 
ance plan chosen by more col- 
lege seniors than any other. 
Call the CollegeMaster 
y^Tia,ein      CollegeMaster 
WEEKLY 
Bob  Leger 
Jim Epifano 
Bob Roberts 
Patty Mavity 
Ron   Reid 
Phil  Perry 
623-7684       623-7704 
Kent  Wagoner 
623-7703 
If     Jv K.   S Diamond Center 
The First Promise 
with diamonds as brighf 
as your dreams. 
1 DIAMOND *29M 
1 DIAMOND *14" 
•You're Number V*19M 
Going steady but not quite ready? 
Give her a ring that tells her you 
really care. Then later...whenever 
you're ready, we'll allow you 
full trade-in on her diamond 
engagement ring. 
RUinMni tnlirgW 4M- 
KIRK'S* 
DIAMOND CENTER 
SHOPPERS VILLAGE 623-3050 
A 
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Welcome EKU Students! 
OPEN 24 HOURS! 
Well put your 
ROCK 
ON iee 
until you want it 
with our no-cost layaway 
University Shopping Center 
Caldwell wins 
talent show 
BYW.WNKBOBLITT 
Staff Writer 
Kubel Caldwell. a senior 
political science major from 
Louisville, won first place in a 
talent show held at Eastern on 
Monday. April 21. 
The  talent  show   was  spon 
Weekend Review 
features   deaf 
sign language 
If you are a regular viewer of 
the Sunday night "Weekend 
Review" news on WKYT-TV 
'Channel 27) at ll p.m , then 
you have seen Rita Hester. She 
is the girl in the bottom corner 
of your television screen who 
interprets the news into sign 
language for the deaf viewers. 
Rita  is an  Eastern  student 
majoring in special education 
She is a 20-year-old junior from 
Danville. 
Rita has used sign language 
all her life because both her 
parents are deaf. By the age of 
four Rita had learned the basics 
of sign language 
She began her job with 
WKYT-TV in January. A recent 
law requires that television be 
madeaccessiblelo all people. In 
keeping with this law. Rita was 
hired to interpret.the news for 
the deaf. 
When WEKY-TV decided to 
hire someone for this position. 
Rita was recommended for the 
job by a social worker at the 
Kentucky School for the Deaf. 
KET has also started aiding 
the deaf in their television 
viewing. The station has news 
with captions every week night. 
They also show a movie with 
captions every Thursday night. 
In her spare time, Rita is 
currently teaching a ten-week 
training program for 
policemen in sign language. 
For the average person to learn 
the concepts and the signs for 
various words,ii usually takes 
from one to two years. Rita said 
that there is a lot more to sign 
language than most people 
think. 
Rita said she hoped that this 
was just the beginning of 
programs to help the deaf, as 
the programs now in use are of 
great help to the deaf and 
enables them to know what is 
going on in the world today. 
sored by the freshman and 
sophomore classes. Sophomore 
class president Craig Morrison 
said the talent show had two 
purposes: to provide en- 
tertainment and to collect 
money for the cancer drive 
currently being conducted here. 
Admission to the talent show, 
held in the Ravine, was free, but 
buckets were passed for 
donations to the cancer drive. 
Morrison said that about $100 
was collected at the talent show 
and that about S400 has been 
collected so far in the total 
drive. 
Fifteen different acts were 
presented at the show. These 
included dance acts, vocal and 
instrumental numbers, and a 
baton twirling act. 
All the acts were judged by 
outside judges Plaques were 
awarded to the top five acts. 
Besides receiving a plaque, 
the first place winner received a 
$250     scholarship. The 
scholarship was donated by the 
senior class Caldwell sang a 
medley of songs for his winning 
act. 
Second   place   winner   was 
Peggy   Winkle,   a   sophomore 
music major from  Louisville. 
She played a classical piano 
selection by Robert Schumann. 
Two acts tied for third place. 
One of the two acts was 
described as a modern ad- 
vertising break to serious 
music. The act included Cecilia 
Cowherd and Angela Smith, 
vocalists, and Dennis Harris, 
pianist and vocalist. 
The  other  third   place  act 
involved   Mike   Thomas,   who 
played   the  guitar   and  sang , 
selections   by   America.   Cat 
Stevens, and Steve   Stills. 
Thomas  was  assisted by  two j 
other guitarists 
Brenda Taylor, a sophomore 
law enforcement major from 
Lexington. took fourth 
place She performed three 
songs: "Yield Not to Temp- 
.Utlon," "Bridge Over Troubled 
Waters," and "Touch Me In The 
Morning." 
A trio who sang and played a 
medley of hillbilly music took 
Lazy bones... 
Photo b> Don Wallbaunt 
Although far from Florida sunshine. Eastern sun worshippers appear with the first touch of 
summer weather. Some may be found on the sundecks of various dorms, while others stretch 
out on any available plot of grass to get a headstart on a summer tan.  
FOOD DA Y: 
Activities focus on world crisis 
BY WAYNE BOBLITT 
Stiff Writer 
Last Thursday. April 17. was 
Food Day, a day observed at 
colleges across the United 
States to call for action on the 
world food crisis. 
High school, college students, 
consumer, anti-poverty, 
nutrition and world food groups 
planned workshops, lectures, 
and other activities for last 
week to focus on the global food 
situation. 
While attention can definitely 
be directed today to Biafra, 
Bangladesh, and other nations 
where many people are 
malnourished or starving to 
death, one can also wonder 
about the reality of malnutrition 
fifth place Tnetrio consisted "of. ">at exists in the United States. 
Roger  Hollon   on   the   banjo,' more   specifically    on    the 
Penny Hollon on the guitar, and   Eastern campus. 
Ronnie Owens on the fiddle Several   people   at   Eastern 
Emcee for the talent show  « involved   in   some   way   with 
from -either   dietetics   or   health 
commented on  whether  they 
thought   malnutrition   is   a 
was   Charles 
WEKU-FM. 
Lowery 
SERVICE 
SPECIAL 
on   Tape Players 
8-Track Auto 
8- Portable 
Cassette Auto 
& Portable 
Cleaned, Lubed, and Head 
Adjusted, only $798 
(component and units with 
AM   FM 20° extra) 
RADIO 
SHACK 
University Shopping Center 
serious problem with students. 
The general consensus was 
that malnutrition is not ajvery 
serious problem at Eastern. In 
cases where it did exist, it is due 
more to a poor choice of foods   checked, only one or two had 
nourished 
Dr. Coles Raymond, also of 
the infirmary, blames possible 
malnutrition at Eastern on the 
fact that some students starve 
themselves through overdone 
dieting. 
Teenagers and college age 
students have a tendency to eat 
badly anyway, according to Dr. 
Raymond. Malnutrition is only 
a culture thing as far as he is 
concerned. 
Dr. Raymond added that he 
does not doubt some 
malnutrition cases exist at 
Eastern, but he has not had any 
cases when people coming to 
him were malnourished. He did 
say that some fatigue cases that 
came in to him that were not 
diagnosed possibly were cases 
of malnutrition. 
Undernourished donors 
Mrs. Jan Ramsdell, a nurse 
with the Red Cross who helped 
check blood-donating students, 
said that several of the students 
she checked very clearly had 
not had a good diet within the 24 
hours prior to the cheekup. 
She went on to add that of the 
30  or  40  blood   donors      she 
She said that much beer, 
pretzels, and potato chips were 
found in the children's house. 
Mrs. Carol Sebree. a dietician 
who works for A.R.A. Food 
Services, believes that good 
basic foods for a college student 
are not too expensive. One of 
the reasons school and college 
lunches cost so little is because 
they come through a federally 
subsidized program, whereby 
they can be purchased at • 
lower price by the student in 
stead of the student having to 
pay the exact price. 
pizzas, and soft drinks. She 
added that a survey on the 
consumption of cokes in ven- 
ding machines showed that on 
the average seven cokes were 
drank per person per day. 
According to Dr. Creamer, 
women students consumed 
more soft drinks than men 
students because men students 
probably consumed more beer 
than cokes. 
Weight not a factor 
It is not necessarily true that 
underweight students on 
campus are malnourished. Dr. 
Creamer said that being un- 
derweight can be attributed to 
genetic factors, a very active 
body, and psychological, 
physical, and emotional 
problems 
She went on to add that some 
students skip meals when they 
have approaching tests to study 
for.     The  basic  problem  of 
Eastern students was not being 
underweight,   but being over 
weisht 
More   weight %,   acfua'lly  ounce. Thia supplies an adults 
gained when a person eats to*   protein 
Bask Four 
According to the nutrition 
course taught at Eastern, an 
adult needs less of the four basic 
food groups than he might think 
for a minimum daily 
requirement of vitamins and 
minerals. 
Out of the meats-nuts group of 
food, an adult needs two i oz. 
servings a day. Normally, one 
slice of lunch meat equals  I 
on the consumer's part rather 
then to an inability to purchase 
food. 
Nutrition important 
Ken Murray, athletic trainer, 
said proper nutrition is a 
question of what college 
students like to eat. He said 
that it is easy for college 
students to eat improperly when 
on their own, but he felt they eat 
balanced meals when they are 
at borne. 
Dr. Frederick Gibbs of the 
student infirmary said that 
when malnutrition exists, it can 
most commonly be seen when 
students are sick from some 
other illness that sometimes 
causes them to have bad ap- 
petites. He said that food 
supplements are recommended 
at these times. 
Gibbs feels that some Eastern 
students are temporarily 
malnourished during times of 
sickness, but he feels that the 
average Eastern student is well 
STUDENT SPECIALS 
Open 24 Hours 
7 Days a Week 
had a good breakfast that 
morning, and one ot these two 
was married, which might have 
had a bearing on the situation. 
Mrs. Ramsdell said that 
several of those she interviewed 
ate sandwiches and car- 
bohydrates more than anything 
else. She said that in heropinion 
the donors had not had enough 
of the four basic food groups, 
probably not enough proteins 
or vegetables. 
Eastern's home economics 
department, in recognition of 
Food Day, sponsored a food 
nutrition forum. Speakers 
included dieticians . people 
from the business field, and 
people from school and college 
food services. 
The forum was more for the 
purpose of letting home 
economics and dietitics majors 
become acquainted with the 
jb outlook related to their fields 
of study than to let people know 
about nutritional information. 
Dr. Effie Creamer, a nutrition 
teacher in the home economics 
department, said the entire 
matter of student nutrition 
comes down to the choices 
students make as to what they 
eat or do not eat. Dr.Creamer 
said that students consume a 
high percentage of hamburgers, 
large meal a day instead of 
three small ones. When too 
much food is consumed at one 
time, the body cannot use it all, 
and some of the unusable food 
will become fat in the body. 
Dr. Creamer blamed poor 
food choices as causing more 
malnutrition at Eastern than 
economic troubles. She 
believes that most students at 
Eastern can be adequately 
nourished on the money they do 
have. **" 
Dr. Creamer said that many 
students who do know what they 
should eat still do not eat the 
proper foods. 
The likes and dislikes of food 
have a 100 per cent bearing on 
students' nutrition. Dr. 
Creamer said that milk, beer, 
and cokes cost about the same 
now, it just depended on what a 
student liked best as to what he 
drank. 
Liver was cited as an 
example of a nutritious food 
many students will not eat 
because they dislike it. 
Dr. Creamer believes that 
hunger all over the United 
States is due to poor food 
choices instead of poor 
economic situations. She said 
that a few years back when two 
young children died of star- 
vation in Louisville on 
Thanksgiving Day, it was 
mainly due to poor food choices. 
Out of the milk-milk products 
group, at least two 8-oz. glasses 
are needed each day. These 
supply necessary calcium, 
vitamin D and other 
nutrients     to     an     adult. 
At least four half-cup servings 
of fruits and vegetables are 
needed each day. These must 
include at least one serving a 
day of vitamin C source, and at 
least one serving every other 
day of a deep green or yellow 
vegetable (which supply 
vitamin A). 
Four servings a day are 
required from the bread and 
cereal group, which supply the 
B vitamins. These four ser- 
vings can include one slice of 
bread, a half cup of cooked 
cereal, and two-thirds cup of 
dry cereal. 
In order to get an idea of what 
an Eastern student might eat, 
one •Commonwealth i Hall 
resident listed as his food intake 
for one day: two bowls 
Wheaties cereal; one Dr. 
Pepper; two bowls condensed 
vegetable beef soup; two peanut 
butter and honey sandwiches; 
three glasses of milk; a ham 
and-cheese sandwich; and a 
glass of Tang. 
Dr. Creamer, in stating that a 
lack of basic nutritional 
knowledge was one reason 
students ate improperly, also 
commented. "Most don't care." 
THOMPSON'S (Q) FOODLINER 
Shopper's Village 
Break out!   With a Pizza from 
AND Y 'S 
PIZZA 
PALACE 
623-5400 110 S. Second St. 
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Five colleges and graduate school to award degrees 
Graduate School 
Specialist    in    I il inn 
J Malcolm Early 
Charles Robert Francis 
Mary Lois Robinson 
B. Ernie Spaldmg 
Specialist   in Trthnolog) 
Donald L Gates 
M.islir    of   Arts   in   l.tlui MlHin 
Joseph Adewuni Adeiumobi 
Theoph.ius Adegboyega Akande 
Ethel May Allen 
Paul Raymond Andrews 
Susan Congieion Bacon 
Jennifer Elian Baihtt 
Tommy Barker 
William Joseph Beard 
Elizabeth Spicer Beck 
Robert verhn Beckner 
Betty Congieion Bingham 
Linda Eades Bradley 
Margaret Patrick Branam 
Janet Williams Brandenburg 
Ronnie Lee Brandenburg 
Betty Jean Brewer 
Patricia Henderson Broughton 
Ronald Joe Broyles 
Joseph Michael Buchanan 
James Lawrence Bullock 
Judith Ann Bullock 
Phyllis Ann Bunch 
Don Wallace Byars 
IrvineMcCormick Byars III 
Douglas Campbell 
Edward M. Carnvale 
Suzanne Peters 
Margaret Rae Phillips 
Janice Ann Puida 
Debra Marlayne Quire 
Homer Redfora. Jr 
Mary Ann Rathll 
Bobbie Hill Redden 
Harold Dennis Reynolds 
irnogene Adams Rhodus 
imogene Roberts 
Victoria Gail Robertson 
HergusM. Rogers 
Mary Rita Rogers 
Marie Creech Ross 
Patricia Studer Royalty 
Paula Lee Ruby 
Gerard Anthony Scaringi 
Judith Ann Scnulte 
Judith Ann Schwemlein 
Charles Robert Secrist 
Nancy Katharine Short 
Ralph Slone 
Joyce Bowen Smallwood 
Phyllis Carson Smith 
David Lee Stapleton 
Joyce Lee Stewart 
Trinnifta Zshawn Stone 
Alice Caroline Taylor 
Gary Lynn Taylor 
Janet Marie Taylor 
Lethe H  Taylor 
Brenda Yvonne Thompson 
Patsy Smith Thompson 
Georgia Devonne Todd 
Lillie Mavis Townsend 
Jeannie Gross Trumbo 
Richard Martin Tucker 
Ida Bea Turner 
Mary Frances Turpin 
Nina Marie VenDiver 
Michael John Mon'gomer, 
Stephen G Murphy 
Keith Allen Neuber 
Gary LeeOdom 
JubeOiawumi Ogisj 
Roy  Paul Osborne 
Bill Jack Parker 
Pravmkumar lshwarbha< Patel 
Mary Maureen Pecora 
Steven George Pecsek 
Chanudet Putananon 
Louis Reed 
Ora Edison Rice 
Gary John Schopfer 
Thaksin Shinawatra 
Kim Smallwood 
James Roland 
James Roland Smith 
Calvin Randall Tackett 
Kenneth Lloyd Tate, Jr. 
Daniel Kurmawan Tiandra 
Robert Trent Walsh 
John Durwood Webb 
Lou Shelton Wheeler 
Mary Alicia Williams 
Julian Fu chieu Wu 
Jeffrey Fred Young 
Elaine Louise Zimmerman 
Master       ol        Business 
Administration 
Rodney Glen Aisup 
Roger Wayne Ayers 
Cecilia Pei Rong Chi 
Charley Edward Gillispie 
Dwight Cleaver Houchens 
Carol Ann Johnson 
Stanley E.Myers 
Thomas Ray Whitaker 
Denny L. Ferrell 
Deborah Rae Fmcel 
Kami Ann Flynn 
James M. Ford 
Jo Ann Fox 
Oelme Janice Francis 
Dave Bmerson Freer 
David Lee Fugate 
Kenneth Seidon Fugate 
Shirley Ann Fuller 
Sharon Gabbard 
David R. Gibson 
Rebecca Lynn Grubbs 
Kenneth Ray Guiiette. Jr. 
Joyce Lynn Hardy 
Paula Kay Hart 
John E  Hezlett 
Cynthia Anna Hedges 
Marilyn Jo Henderson 
Janice Karen Hensley 
Florence R  Hollan 
Henry Thomas Hollan 
Mary Ruth Hopson 
Jesse Hoskins 
Pamela Gay Hoskins 
Eddie Marshall Howard 
David M. Jackson 
Shandra Kaye Jackson 
Lloyd Michael James 
Terrence Allen Johnson 
Vicki Rae Jones 
Kirk Milton Kandle 
Frances Foree Kennedy 
Susan Leah Kenny 
Peggy Lynn Kinnetz 
Janice Kay Kline 
Helen Jo Kulp 
Janice Carol Lamarr 
Toy Anne Lancaster 
Raymond K  Landrum 
Chek Baldwin Lau 
One wonders what the real thought* are of this blondr haired 
coed during commencement last year. Was she deeply ab- 
sorbed with what the speaker had to say?    Or was she 
worrying about where next month's car payment was coning 
from...or next month's grocery bill...or next month's rent...? 
Claudinnia B. Cash ' 
Edward Harold Christiansen 
Donald Wayne Coftman 
Harold Cornell 
James Douglas Couch 
Catherine Louise Creech 
Dolores Sherrell Crosby 
James Canton Crouch 
Joseph Louis Crouse, Jr. 
Jimmy Cummins 
Estill Clayton Daniels 
Larry Ray Davis 
Caleta Turner Dennie 
Sandra Sue Deskins 
Mildred Roberts Dick 
Biilye Jean Douglas 
Sharon Ann Dunn 
Sue Robinefte Eager 
Susan Davis Easter 
Elisabeth Tuttle Evans 
James H. Fell 
James Paul Fields 
Carroll C. Floyd 
Pamela Pope Francis 
Jerald Dale Freeman 
Don Fugate 
Ellen Croswell Gedling 
Mary Jane Genthner 
Jane Royally Gilbert 
Gail Patrick Goebel 
Gary S. Grogan 
Teresa Ann Hall 
Finley Ray Hamilton 
Linda Ruth Hankins 
Victor Ryan Hannan 
Farrell Ann Harbison 
Billie Sue Harmon 
Brenda Gayle Hartman 
Judith French Harvey 
Monna Divine Hayes 
Frankie J. Herbert 
Robert James Herbert. Jr. 
Patricia Ann Hickey 
John Wendell Hill 
Myrtice Smith Holmes 
Nancy Juett Hood 
Lonnie Dean Howard 
Margaret Louise Howard 
Shirley King Howard 
Bernard Emerich Hrubala 
Charles Alan Hughes 
Elizabeth Pansy Hunt 
Rosalind Kay Hurley 
William Garey Jefferson 
Bruce O'Neal Johnson 
Doris Miller Johnson 
James Calvin Juett 
Hildreth Christian Kidd 
Judy Akers Knapp 
Susan Joyce Lawson 
Edith Chestnut Lay 
Patricia Caudill Lentz 
"June Bryant Lominac 
Edith Marcum Lovett 
Shirley Smith McAfee 
Linda Kay Marshek0 
John Roy Martin 
Mary Margarei Mattlngly 
FrankyeS May 
Larry C.May 
Marelyn Kay Maynard 
Thomas Kelly Miller 
Toni S. Miller 
Jewell HawknsMontgomery 
Regina Myers Morris 
Joyce Kenley Mosher 
Gene Holla d Mosley 
Charles Michael Napier 
Betty Nelson Newman 
Sue Nichols 
Carolyn B  Noe 
Linda Kay Noe 
Mary Cox Noel 
Stacy Paleoiogos 
Donald Rees Palmer 
Katherine Freeman Parker 
Donald Alan Paulin 
Kathryn J  Payne 
James J. Pearce 
Brenda Jacobs Pcnnington 
James E. Victor 
Janet Louise Victor 
Darla Jean Vogelsang 
Louis John Volk. Jr. 
Jo Ella Wallace 
David L. Webb 
„ Gary Dale Whitaker 
Robert Byron Whitlock 
Charles Arthur Williams 
Mark Huston Williams 
Billie Holbrook Williamson 
Peggy Jo Wilson 
Elizabeth T. Woods 
Sue J   Woolums 
Enoch Yantz. Jr. 
Conard Edison Young 
Master     of     Arts 
Lydia Faye Arnold 
James E. Barnett 
Robert Richard Blythe 
Roy Owen Branam 
Nicholas Robert Buckley 
Chun Wan Chang 
Shirley Ann Cobb 
Catherine Wilms Donohue 
David Jerome Gallagher 
John L. Grigsby 
William Scott Hays 
Charlene Hacker Horn 
David Lynn Hughes 
Bennett Lee Leslie 
James T. Lyman 
Richard Howard Manning 
Wayne Young Morris 
Chanadda Ruangsuwan 
Frederick M. Schneller, Jr. 
David Arthur Skarosi 
Eura Smith, Jr. 
Larry C. Spencer 
Kenneth Kay Spurlock 
Udom Swangiit 
Ronald Lewis Tarter 
David Patrick Thomas 
June Chrisley Tomphins 
Freddie Donald Williams 
.Master   of   Science 
Shirley Morgan Alexander 
Syed Mobemed Arif 
Eddie Lilfacus Barker 
Philip LeLand Barnette 
William David Beckerman 
Dennis Wayne Belcher 
Chirdkul Bhuntularph 
Kenneth Ray Brown 
Stephen Eugene Brown 
Glenda Rae Bryant 
Edward Myron Burk 
Harry S.L. Chen 
James Collins Cobb 
David Lisle Combs 
Robert James Craig        • 
Walter Cable Cramer 
Elmer N  Criswell. Jr. 
William David Darwin     . 
Richard L. Deglow 
Preophan Dhamapong 
Paul Edward Dibert 
William Henry Engelhardt 
Barry Martin Faulkner 
Anthony Cecil Favre 
John E  Foland 
Arnold Macklin Fouts 
Richard Can Garrett 
Walter Allen Geigert 
Bruce Alan Hartley 
Finley Helm 
Nelson Douglas Horseman 
Min Chi Huang 
Parl C. Hummel 
Philip Norman Kane 
Joan Carol Lambert 
Stephen Clark Lane 
Mary Jo Leppert 
Yin Leung Lo 
William Yoder McKenzie 
Timothy James Mehoney 
Wayne Alan Mandell 
Master of Music Education 
Michael Ernest Gerace 
Ann C. Kindred 
Master of Music t 
John Franklin Cummins 
Linda Heath Everman 
Master  of   Public 
Administration 
Louis Franklin Cohn 
Walter Cable Cramer 
Michael Hyde Diehl 
Donald Edward Foster 
William Fogg Hill 
Kenneth Lee Houp 
Clarence P. Marshall 
David L. Nicholas 
Robert Aflred Paine 
Charupat Ruangsuwan 
Lou Ronald Rury 
John Edward Ryan, Jr. 
Bandhoon Supakavanich 
Paul Dean Tayloe, Jr. • 
Dennis Jay Wiechman 
Arts & Sciences 
Bachelor of Arts 
Jill Marilyn Abbott 
Asa Darryl Abner 
Thomas W.Aitken 
Paul Howard Allen 
Rebecca Snowden Alley 
Holly Brookman Anderson 
Dora Nelleen Baker 
Kathleen Baker 
Robert Michael Baldwin 
Patsy Charlene Barnes 
Sharon Holmes Barrett 
Bernard Bruce Begley 
Norman L. Bennett 
Linda Carol Blanc 
Timothy Scott Bland 
Barbara Sue Blandford 
Nancy Helen Brewer 
Robert Lynn Bryant 
Vicki Michelle Buchanon 
Janis Davis Burks 
Rubei Caldwell 
David Bruce Campbell 
Frances Marie Titus Campbell 
Leslie Jean Campbell 
Johnny Edgar Chadwell 
Connie Jean Clark 
Kandy Clay 
Shelia K. Clifton 
Carol Ruth Cole 
Charles Harwood Colehour 
Lisa Phelps Collins 
Sharon Lynn Coppock 
Dixie Davis Cornell 
Janet Elaine Cox 
Stephen Edward Cox 
Wanda Lee Cox 
Karl Wayne Crabtree 
Walter Martin Craft, Jr. 
Judith Ann Crigger 
_Fred Clark Culbertson 
'William Scott Culton 
Madge Wallace Cunningham 
Carolyn Diane Curtis 
Taffie Jean Curtis 
Sharon Kay Davidson 
Mary Catherine Dheel 
Robin Bruce Donohoe 
Deborah Anne Dorset 
Janice Mary Doss 
Patrick Lee Dougherty 
Mary Robin Dreisboch 
Barbara Jean Dungan 
Christie Marie Dunham 
Linda Lou Earlywine 
Debra Lynn Elmore 
Dennis Marion Elrod 
Michael Dale Emory 
Deborah Kathryn Estill 
) 
Arthur Lefevers 
Mary Lynn Leger 
Katherine Greer Lobo 
Julia Lynn Luttrell 
Michael Joseph Lynch 
Lawrence Douglas Lytle 
Paul Russell McClees 
Mary Therese McGrath 
Debra Nanette McMillan 
Michael L Mabe 
Melvin W. Machal 
John Mark Maddox 
Stephen Arthur Mandt 
Joseph S. Marcum 
Martha Lois Marcum 
Thomas Kevin Marshall 
Wallace Allen Marshall 
Joy Lynefte Martin 
R ichard Lee Mason 
Jennifer Laird Mayes 
Sheila Gail Maynard 
James Howard Miles 
Herschel Porter Miller 
Patrick Michael Mitchell 
Amy Sadler Moore 
Leomerie Moore 
Virginia Gay Moore 
Venita Carol Morgan 
Carolyn Reppert Morris 
Elisha Morris 
Marilyn Kay Morrow 
Thomas Lee Morrow   ^ejfj 
Kasandra Lynn Murphy  '• 
Frederick Darren Musick 
Betty Burge Myers 
Deborah Lee Newman 
Thomas Lisle Nickell 
Dale Noble 
William Arthur Nolan. Jr. 
Edward Thomas Norton 111 
Thomas Nolan Norvell 
Mary Laurel Overmiller 
William Richard Owings 
Kenneth Gene Palen 
James Christopher Parks 
Timothy Louis Park's 
John Hess Parsons 
Joyce E. Peltier 
Patricia Carol Perry 
Thomas Glen Price 
Anne Norris Rader 
Eugene Douglas Rains 
William Randall Ramey 
William Jeffery Ratliff 
Katherine Lee Relnstedler 
Carolyn Reynolds 
Gregory-Ryan Reynolds 
Sylvia Fran Richardson 
Robert Kenneth Rlchter 
Richard Dolan Rider. Jr. 
Stephen Ray Riggs 
Daniel Clay Riley 
John Leslie Robertson 
Danny C  Rodgers 
Mary Frances Ross 
Melanie Rozeman 
Steven Mark Rubin 
Edward Earl Sayre 
Brenda Sue Scan 
Judy Scheib 
Steven Craig Schmermund 
Jean Singley Schubert 
Susan Lee Scott 
Paul B. Sears 
Stephen W  Seithers 
Rhonda Goodin Shank 
Lincoln Vernon Sharp, Jr. 
Vivian Reams Sherman 
Emily Kratzwald Singleton 
Kenneth Ray Slone 
Richard Lawrence Sparer 
Clara Stamper 
William West Stapleton 
Alice Jean Stavitski 
David Richard Steck 
Pamela Smith Steck 
Edith Charlene Stevenson 
Bradford Lee Stocker 
Darnel Pemberton Stratton 
David Carey Stratton 
Diane S Stump 
John Keith Summers 
Rita Gail Sutphm 
Judy Diane Suttle 
Jeanne Marie Tarullo 
David Paul Theiler 
Mariam Kubale Thomas 
David  Thompson      ^t 
David Hart Timiwac 
Deborah Ann Tomblyn 
Lmda Sue Turner 
Thomas George Turning 
Elizabeth Ann Waddle 
Donald F  Weilbeum 
Kathy Lynn Walter 
Roy Dale Wesson 
Lorraine L. Weber 
Carl Wells. Jr. 
John Botto Westerfleld 
Robert Alan Wheeler 
Patricia Anp Whitaker 
Georgia Sue White 
Susan Dean Williams 
Waldon Chalmer Wilson 
Jane Lynn Woods 
Paul E. Yer.en 
Paul Michael Zozule 
Bachelor of Science 
Jeanna Lorene Barnard 
Marsha Bilger Barnett 
Victoria Rae Bishop 
Charlie Joe Booth 
Kenneth Leon Brown 
Gary N. Buchanan 
Michael Allen Casey 
james Langley Castle 
Charles Kim Charleston 
Phatanee Chiaravenond 
Joseph L. Cichetti 
Robert Lynn Coakley. Jr. 
David William Combs 
Pamela Ghai Combs 
Linda Dawn Cooper 
Deland Dwight Cope 
Margaret Carol Bellamy Cutlip 
William Thomas Dunn 
Lmda Nolan Dykes 
Daivd Warren Ellis 
Hosea Farris 
Sheila Ann Ford 
Karen Denise Fuchs 
Rodney Glenn Games 
Phillip Gay 
Orion Ronald Gilkeson V 
Dale Arnold Godsey 
'Cynthia Jean Good 
Gary Edward Gray 
Lynn Ray Gulley 
John Timothy Hall 
Beatrice Rose Hamilton 
Ronald Dale Hamilton 
Richard Ryan Hannan 
Teresa Wathenia Haynes 
Dale Lee Herron 
Judy Lynn Hicks 
Alicia Ann Hllblsh 
David James Isenhour 
Ronnie Clinton Jackson 
Vicki D. Jeffs 
Ish E. Johnson 
David Allen Jordan 
Renard Roy Keal 
Purl Kenneth Keen 
Charles A. Keller 
Clarence Scott Key 
vmada Marie King 
Karen Ann Lane 
Judith Marie Lang 
Anne Wallace Leyton 
John Sheldon Leach 
Nancy Lynn Long • 
Ronald Lutes 
Ralph K. McKee II 
Mark Daniel Mann 
Lynn David Masters 
Patty sturgiii Masters 
Juanlta Lynn Mavrar 
Timothy Darrell May 
Margaret R. Mersmann 
Steven D. Middleton 
Debra Patricia Monaghan 
Denise Ann Muessle 
Michael Duane Murphy 
Douglas Alan Murray 
Brandon Curtis Nuttall 
John William Davis O'Brien 
Bonnie Marcella OcHe 
Ernest Wayne Parrot' 
Lloyd Wayne Peniston 
Jill Patricia Pipal 
Michael Steven Ray 
Eugene Porter Reynolds, Jr. 
James Randall Rhea 
Rita G. Robinson 
Laura Clem Roller 
Anthony Thomas Serowik 
Elizabeth Raynor Short 
Stephany'Pena Shultz 
Steven Wilson Slade 
David Stanley Smith 
Vickie Sue Snook 
Richard Raymond Snowden III 
Michael Howard Snyder 
Sharon Ann Stephens 
David Keith Sullivan 
Timothy Dennis Sullivan 
Joyce Lynn Sutphm 
Judy A.B.Sweeney 
Jerry Tackett 
Shirley Faye Tibbs 
Michael Anderson Tuttle 
Georgia Kaye Tye 
Rosann Frances Viel 
Michete Bryant Walters 
Michael Keith Ward 
Deborah Llewellyn Way 
Nancy Evelyn Wilson 
Donald Wright 
Larry Ray Wright 
Bachelor of   Music   Education 
Earlene Watkins Arnold 
Denise Elaine Baker 
StarlaSue Begley 
Nancy Diane Braun 
Michael Dale Brown 
Raymond Bruce III 
Barbara Berniece Burton 
Lisa Joanne Davis 
Leslie Diane Elliott 
Steven Carl Gallenbeck — 
John Craig Harti 
NancyJene_ 
Cha-ies T-motny Bot'ortt 
Katherme Sharon Bowl in 
Mary Ei.zaoetn Branch 
Stewart Edward Brentzel 
James Stephen Brewer 
Danes Glenn Brown. Jr. 
Lester Ray Brown 
Catherine Ann Browning 
Frances Han Bruner 
Stephen French Bundy 
Mary Jo Burlage 
Josephus Byrd 
Jesse Andrew Campbell 
Rocky Lee Campbell 
Cathryn Ann Carman 
Ralph Edward Cecil 
Lmda Louise Centers 
Anne Britton Chambers 
Dennis Wayne Chaney 
Patricia Ann Cleaver 
Paul DeWitt Cocenougher 
James A. Cole 
Nellie Janice Coleman 
Cathy Dean Collins 
Johny M Collins 
Terry A. Conrad 
JamesW Cratton 
Daniel BoydCustis 
Agyemen Boakye Danquah 
Donna Kay Daugherty 
Larry Carmon Deaton 
John P Decker. Jr 
Victor Gilbert Delaney II 
Sylvester Dunn 
Michael Lynn Earley 
James Glendon Edwards 
Charles Edward Eley 
Robert Larkm Fain 
Esther Elizabeth Farris 
Larry Scott Farris 
Crittenden Miles Fisher, Jr. 
Theresa Cody Francis 
William Kent Froman 
Elizabeth Jeannine Gate 
Vicki Lee Gallon / 
Gregory Alan Gibbs 
Charlene Given 
Gary W. Glaze 
Bonnie Frances Glenn 
John Edward Goalie* 
Charlene Ann Goodie" 
Rebecca Ann Gordon 
Kelvin Doyle Gorley 
Glenda Kay Greer 
William Michael Greenwell 
Earl Gregory, Jr 
Larry Joe Gregory 
Marsha Caldwell Grider 
Jose Howell Gr mage 111 
Danny Wayne Hackworth 
Richard B. Hail 
Jarold Keith Hall 
Robert Wayne Hall 
Carolyn Ann Harness 
Harding Gay Harrison 
Ava Marie Hatf ield 
Deborah Annette Hayden 
C. David Haydon 
Deborah Ann Heitzman 
Harry Scott Hensley 
Peggy Burns Hensley 
Patricia Ellen Hanson 
Laura Catherine Hibbard 
Lewis Manning Higgins 
Charles Alan Hill 
James Donald Hilllker 
Charles Gordon Hoback 
Lynn Dell Hoback 
Kathleen Alexis Hole 
Scott Andrew Holten 
Gary Wayne Houben 
Jimmy D. Hounshell 
Judy Ann Huls 
Linda F. Ingles 
Harriett MacGregory Ingram 
Merry Jill Jeffries 
Oscar William Johnson 
Adda Grace Jones 
Alma Turner Jones 
Johnnie L. Gordon Jones 
Henry Stephen Jury 
Connie Jean Kane 
William Lucian Kaveneugn, Jr. 
Frances Adams Keeley 
John Robert Keeton 
Larry Stephen Kelley 
Vivian Irene Kelto 
Vickie Crawford Klmberllng 
Thomas Kindler 
John Berton Kirk 
Jefferson Garland Kiser 
John Wilson Knight 
Janet Marie Knipple 
Kenneth Laudei Kuhn 
Pamela Lou Labiosa 
Dwight Lee Lancaster 
Lois Ann Lay 
Richard Eugene Ledtord 
Freeda Flynn Lelghtty 
Barbara Ann Leonard 
Deborah Sue Leslie 
Susan C. Linnenkohl 
Steven Carroll Long 
Dorlnda Bellamy Lutz 
Robert Stevens Lynch 
Neesia Rene McCene 
Jeffery Alan McCarthy 
Eldon Evans McCartney 
Alice Ann McCracken 
Geniene Eileen McKinley 
Michael Henry McPeek      a 
Claudia Marie Marshall      * 
Jerry Wayne Martin 
John Alan May 
Bernadette Marie Mayer 
Lynda Lou Mays 
Aleta Beth Merkel 
Dennis Allen Miller 
Wanda Sue Montgomery 
Kathy Gelaln Moore 
Kenneth Ray Moore 
Sherry Charlotte Henri Moore 
Charles F. Moreland. Jr. 
Michael Morgan 
Jo Ann J. Morris 
Maurice Owen Mulloy 
Scott Dean Myers 
Walter Edwin Nelson. 
Paul Daniel Natu 
KennemjjtJOjj&l 
nl-ee 
JO Anne Bradford Ireland 
bvKW» 
(Eleanor. KJrtg. . 
Daniel Wimarn PPjIlldid 
James S. Leaman 
Pamela Shepherd Matlick 
Nancy Jane Mc Kenney 
Charles Bernard Norris 
Diana Lynn Oliver 
James Ray Palm 
Glenda Faye Pearman 
Barbara Jo Robinson 
Teresa Kay Scutchfleld 
Guy Stephen Smith, 
Joyce A. Smith 
Terryl Ann Stroup 
Jacqueline F. verst 
Winifred Johnson W 
Bachelor otfl 
Elizabeth Carol Bry 
Jeannie Langman 
Georgene Riddle Morri 
Linda Rae Tincher 
Harold Wesley Young, 
Bachelor of Fine 
Susan Annette Benson 
Charles Ted Hendricks 
William Thomas UnderwoodM 
Arts & TechnoM 
Bachelor of tt 
Gail P Andrews 
Patricia Joyce Angeii    ^", 
Nancy Jean Arnsparger 
Marina Dick Ballou 
Marvin Thomas Batte 
Richard Allen Bee 
Dennis Stuart Bellinger 
Mona Reichenbach Bender 
Carl David Benge 
Norma Jean Benge 
Susan Landis Berner 
William Gerald Bersaglia 
Robert Joseph Bert rand, Jr. 
Sandra Smith Binggeli 
Vicki Lynn Spencer Blenfon 
Ralph Gordon Blevins 
Nancy Ellen Boggs 
David Amos Boren 
■*■ 
|P«f»» 
Cheryl Irene ftMHn 
Joanna Peebles 
■tl Edward Par** 
C. Ponder 
Vioiet L. Pool 
Warren Edward t»OB*>am, 
Carol Bet* Putnam 
Stephen Carter PTjth 
Oanieit. QuIflB 
***** Carol Quliler. 
Otora Wise Rayman 
Deborah Lynn* steed 
Eddie MHierReid 
Beverly June Reynolds 
Catherine Faye Ri»fl» 
France* eii*ab«»f> Roan* 
Irene Lou Roar k 
DeOOran Jean Robbin j 
A. flint itooarson 
Robert Lee Robinson 
Ruth A. Robinson 
Sandra Denise Rolfes 
Roderick Rowland 
Joseph Dennis Ruhi 
Tine Leto* Scent 
Caroi Pn'rlcia Schwenke 
Vicki Ann Sebastian 
Herbert Marshall Seeste 
Grand* Sue Setter 
fired* Jo Sharp 
Margaret Lynn* Snockey 
Vivian Maxlnc Slier 
MorquettaSizemore 
Doris Logue Smith 
Virginia LeeSmlth 
Marij»rlertteM'»f>M 
Sue Jean Sternebero 
Debra Cher tone Stthrant 
OotlBtevinsSfBner 
Lena S. Stralen 
Ban Bruce Sweeney 
vtkKI Ann Sweny 
Stephen Wayne Taty 
William Richard TtvacJutr 
Peggy Lee Thomas 
David Kelly Tipton 
Jane 8H»n TrrtfKWer 
Chester Lee Trow* 
OlxleLeeTrv-j" 
ifjrffwwMWh^tlifjoje ; 
Richard Lyte Tussev 
M*mtrm_ 
Tan Arsdall 
Anne venters 
Carole Wade 
mis Randall Warren 
'Kenneth Earl Wertschlager 
Jennifer Lynn Watkins 
Daniel Eugene Watson 
James Sherman Way 11 
Herbert Frederick Wedig III 
Margaret J Weeks 
Wilson Langford Wells. Jr. 
L noa Ka> wnite 
Loren M Williams 
Metre) Wilton Williams 
Ann Adair Wilds 
Jo Ann Wilson 
Lmda Joyce Hughes Witt 
Frank Bailey Woods 
Ethel Wright 
Terry Glenn Wyatt 
Ronald Fletcher Young 
Susan Carol Young 
Roy Bruce Zierrienn 
\ssoiiuli' ol   \rl» 
James L Adams. Jr 
Margaret Jean Akers 
.Jennifer L Allen 
Michael Sprengel Anderson 
Paul David Atkinson 
Betty Jean Bach 
Shatter Baiiet 
Jan.ce Caldwell Ballerd 
Helen Mane Bartley 
Constance Cawood Berginsk 
George Carey Blackburn 
Robert Lee Bottom 
Bonnie Bowen 
Daniel Burt Bracken 
Cynthia Ann Branom 
Jan M  Brown 
Judith C  Branham Brown 
Lenita Anne Brown 
Sandra Lee Brown 
Mary Lynn Browning 
Melba Jean Browning 
Marna Williams Bundy 
Carol Ann Chadwell 
Jay C Charnes 
Mary Elizabeth Clare 
Bill Thomas Clark 
Christy Lynn Clark 
Nick Clark 
Tern Louise Clark 
Lowell Jackson Clifford 
William Donald Coffman 
Richard Michael Cole 
Caron L. Collier 
Sharon M. Collins 
Charles William Combs 
Amy Constance Cook 
Ladonna Vee Cooper 
Patricia Diane Cooper 
Patricia B. Cornelison 
Sherry Harvey Corneft 
Darrell William Covington 
Judy A. Cunningham 
Karen Elain Curry 
Martha Jean Dalton 
Potiaman Damepong 
Donna Faye Davis 
Gordon Eugene Deen_ 
Nancy Lynn Denlinger 
Tanya Rochelle Olx 
Ann Lynn Downey 
Sarah Orme Drake 
Robin Jill Drysdale 
Denise Duff 
Pamela Rae Duncan 
Jane ParksEades 
Elaine Joan Ecton 
Mary Lou Edelen 
Regina Elvove 
Kristie Ellen Engstrom 
Carolyn Ann Ernest 
David Thomas Eubank 
Sandra Faye Ewing 
Kimberly S. Farley 
Karen Gay Farmer 
Pamela Denise Farmer 
Patricia Ann Farris 
Cynthia Dawn Fisher 
Michael Lee Flairty 
Catherine Mary Fllnchum 
Sherry Lee Franks 
Joseph Michael Gallagher 
Karen Sue Garnett 
Melissa Lee Gibson 
Penny Rae Giimore 
Sherry Lynn Gilson 
Reede vee Girdner 
Elaine T. Grayson 
Sally McKay Greayer 
Lynne Mane Greenwell 
Thomas E. Griffith 
Patricia Jane Grollig 
Grace Sandlln Han 
Jerrienne Hetsted 
Linda Sue Hamilton 
Beverly Lynn Hammons 
Deborah Silcox Harper 
Donna Osborne Harris 
Deborah L. Hartman 
Kathy Marie Hartung 
Marilyn Kay Hawkins 
Pamelia Louise Hawkins 
Jeffrey Lamont Hayes 
Robert William Haysley 
Robin Lou Hedgecock 
Karen Sue Heffron 
Bonnie Sue Heliard 
Mark Charles" Hempfling 
Mark W. Heppler 
Deborah Dltchen Herron 
Sister Betty Ann Hesse 
Deborah Ann Heyer 
Jerry Lee Hllllard 
Gary Lee Hlsle 
Rebecca Sue Hobble 
Elizabeth Stewart Hoiloway 
Genevieve Maddln Holman 
Ann Marie Homen 
Mariellen Homan 
Patricia Ann Howard 
Cathy Lee Huffman 
Mary Neal Insko 
John Joseph lovine 
Thomas Wayne Ison 
Valerie Elaine Ison 
Melodie Rae Jarvls 
Jo Nell Coulter Johnson 
Beverly Jane Jones 
Easter Jones 
Janey Lee Jones 
Karen Colleen Jones 
Shirley Ann Jones 
Janet Lee Justice 
Marian Christina Keck 
^i-yl-Kendrick 
«JayKe»a.i.»Li 
Gryndon B. King 
Vickie Marie King 
Bruce Edward Kir by 
Susan 6a*» KtrWand 
Cerolynn Arm Klme        ^M 
Patricia Ann Korfttedt 
Sister Ann John Ketch 
derKubele 
■■"ri 
■}»nier 
lhLO»il?orn 
Alycea K. Lawson 
Joanne Lepers 
Brenda Joyce Lipperi 
Debra Joyce LH lie 
David W. Ltoyd    ' 
■Cathy Jean Luckey 
David AIM Luntsforfl 
Pamela I 
Mltzi Helen Mci 
Shettev 
Kenneth 
«ete*ih>S,Mc_ 
Cyrtffii* Lynn McKain: 
Denhvifc.MMrki 
Nina Mae Mas* 
Judy Carolyn Magfiara 
Jin Walker Martin 
Patricia Jean Merritt 
Carole L. Miller 
Terry Lynn Miller 
IJriamorenc* Miner 
FtoretYcaMifchetl 
Pamela Elizabeth Mullen: 
Ella Jean HetWrk 
Agnes Mane Nemeth 
Ctntrtes Lestr 
leLynnJGnn 
l»Ov,drn 
ttby DatdOiiver 
^■FnesOrleck 
■hi Owens 
^■b Owens 
^L'ear' p*rklni 
K« Pavilca 
n Antnmy Peddicord 
■i Pfister 
BB Pickle 
fh Piummer, Jr. 
BWyO. 
&mry_ 
Terry DarTfeaafl 
Paula Meade l7eBJ*jjj| 
Stephen MichaerRlWaaJ 
Bertine Riley 
Beth Milton Roach 
Debra Irene Roberts 
Vega Lynn Rodgers 
Ricky Keith Russell 
JBclyn Kay Ryan 
Stephanie Lynn Sanford 
Marie Louise Schleiler 
Deora k.Schulte 
juneGayieSetser 
Vick' Crawford Sexton 
janet Wayne Shobe 
Lmda Caudni Siebel 
james Landon Simmons  Jr. 
Vicki Lynn Simmons 
Marina Louise Qumn Sims 
Mary Lucmda Smgietary 
Neil Edward Smgietarv 
Lillian Mane Smallwood 
Michael Stephen Smallwood 
Judith Ann Smith 
Linda Coyle Smith 
Patricia Dale M.ller Smith 
R.chard Harmon Smith 
Room Smock 
Richard G Snapp 
Jill Ellen Somogy 
Mary Cynthia Sowders 
Jo Ann Spaulding 
Vicky Sharlene Stemm 
Frieda Alene Stephens 
Kay Colson Stephens 
Pollyanne Henzman Strunk 
Linda Sue Stucker 
Vicki Lynn Stutzman 
Helen Jones Swatford 
Margaret! Anna Griffith Tackett 
Thomas Anthony Taylor 
Mary Martha Thomas 
Sherman Ray Thorpe 
Thomas Gardner Tipton 
j. Bo Pree Townsend 
Doreen Travis 
Joyce Alene Trebolo 
Joan Trimble 
Robert William vance-lll 
Joanna Jean Verville 
Deborah Ann Waits 
Patricia Ruth Ware 
Fonda Rhea warnock 
Trudi Beth Warren 
Sharon Gayle Webb 
Eileen Lynd West 
Melody Lynn Wiedmer 
Gary Raymond Williams 
Bruce Oarrell Wilson 
Vicki Suzanne Wilson 
Gary Wayne Witt 
Mary Elizabeth Wolff 
Jessie Walter Wood, Jr. 
June Ann woodward 
Donald Newton Wright 
Rita Johnson Wright 
Ruth Evelyn York 
Business   W 
Bachelor  of    Business 
Administration 
Steven Michael Age 
Keith Stuart Alexander 
Stanley Douglas Allen 
Danny Ray Babb 
Robert Louis Ballerd 
James Lancaster Barlow, Jr. 
James L. Barnett 
Stephen Lee Beban 
Harold W. Birchf ield 
David Mlcheal Bishop 
David Craig Blackburn 
James Frederick Biair 
Thomas David Boggs 
Diane Lynn Bolster 
James Michael Bonzo 
Barbara Jean Brown 
William Robert Brown 
Greg W. Brunsman 
Peter W. Burris 
Edd D. Butler 
Richard Michael Cepps 
Kelly Ray Carson 
David James Cassity 
Kelly Lee Castle 
Donald Wayne Causey 
Larry Thomas Clark 
William H. Clark 
Tommy Ryan Coffoy 
Michael Joseph Conwoy 
Thomas Ray Coomes 
Wallace Eli Cornell, Jr. 
Steven Lee Cosby 
Donnie Lewis Crouch 
Robert Gene Curry 
Gregory Ferman Cutlip 
Richard William Daniels 
Robert L  Denison, Jr. 
Richard Clarence Dolflnl 
James R. Duncan 
Michael Ray Eaves 
Doris Roach Ecton 
Danny Ray Ellis 
Kenneth Leroy Ernsplker, Jr. 
David A. Etheredge 
Harry Bruce Feather 
Danny Ray Ford 
Dennis Fraley 
Roy Russell Frailer 
Daniel Lee Gash 
William Dresback Gear hart 
Michael E. Gilbert 
Clifton Eugene Green 
John Buckner Greenwell 
Phillip Nolan Gregory 
Rlckle Gene Gronberg 
Darrell William Hale 
Thomas Kenton Hall III 
Barbara Elizabeth Halleron 
Lannv Ray Hamilton 
Russell Dwight Hamilton 
William Michael Hammons 
David Earl Hampton 
Charles Vernon Hansford 
Gregory P. Hedgebeth 
Deibert Gene Hehemann, Jr. 
Ronald Marion Hill 
Ronald Walter Holtkemp 
James Arnold Hoskins 
Benjamin Robert Hubbard 
Mary Louise Husted 
TimIkerd 
Charles Franklin Johnson 
David Earl Jones 
Chester Justice. Jr. 
Brian Ksnnison 
P-^avid Jeffrey Kersey 
(MBftl 
Leake 
ont Leary 
• Lutz 
McCabe 
eridge McConnell 
Davitt   y. 
aMcElroy II 
McFarlan III 
e McGmnis 
rrett MO 
McPherson 
Marcum 
irtin 
son 
Rita Gail Mattlngly 
James Randall May 
Paul Timothy Mehok 
Marcia Denise Miller 
David Newt Miracle 
Carlos Alonso Moreno 
Marcia Coffield Morris 
Brenda M. Moss 
Malcolm Edward Nickson 
Dan Douglas Nicolet 
Frankie Lee Nunn 
John Leonard Osborne 
Leonard Sylvanus Osborne, Jr. 
Lawrence Randall Parsons 
Scova Leegina Petrum 
Allan Thomas Paulson 
Wayne B. Pawley 
Rebecca Lynn Payne 
Thomas M. Pease 
Robert Wayne Peterson 
Michael E. Phillips 
Thomas David Phillips 
Barry Eugene Reynolds 
Kenneth Darrell Richardson 
Harold Keith Roberts 
Carl L. Rogers 
Garnett Gerald Roy 
John Mason St. Clair, Jr. 
Jerry Randall Sapp 
David Keith Sa ylor \ 
Terry Lewis Scavetle 
James Bryan Schomaker 
Terence Lee Schulte 
James Robert Shields 
Phillip Wendell Shoemaker 
Sandra Joyce Simandle 
Paul Daniel Smith 
Stephen Wayne Smith 
Troy Smith 
David William Sommerkamp 
Charles Wayne Stephenson 
Josef Von Stem berg 
Karen Denise Stivers 
Joe Strong 
Marvin Eugene Strong, Jr. 
Frank Dentorth Thomas 
Nancy Carol Thompson 
ioR 
eMLM 
t> * 
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at 68th annual commencement activities May 11 
Business 
Continued 
John w Tlandra 
Anita Lynn Trammell 
Michael Morgan Tucker 
Chester Douglas Turner 
Rebecca Little Van Leuven 
Margaret Jo Anne Vaughan 
Anthony Wampler 
Kirk Alan Warner 
Arthur Lee Wesson 
Gary Stephen Watson 
Sarah Elizabeth weathers 
Timothy Wayne Wellman 
Billy Dale Wells 
Barry Wayne Westphal 
Larry William Whltley 
Karen Elaine Williams 
Larry Thomas Williams 
Leslie Lynn Williams 
Sandra Ann Williams 
Lois Jane Witt Wilson 
Gregory John Winsell 
David Glenn Wurtel 
James Edward Yates 
Robert Duane Youmans 
Robert Allen Young. Jr. 
Kachelor of Science 
Laura Jane Aver ill 
Anita Louise Bertrand 
Pafll Jo Burchell 
Deborah Jeanette Clark 
Philip L.Coley 
Kay Denniston 
Sharon Marie England 
Kent Denial Fennell 
William Carl Frlcke 
Joy Lou Gosser 
Beverly Jean Horsley 
Judy Carol Hunt 
Helen Johnson 
Judy C. Johnson 
Sylvia Langdon 
Patricia Sue Mavlty 
Mellnda Ann Ostwalt 
Shirley Sue Roberts 
Jo Ann Shields 
Ronal Lynn Smith 
Betty Lou Sullies 
Sandi Webster Thomas 
Sandra Justice Thomas 
Beverly Jean Stafford Warren 
Violet Faye West 
Associate of Arts 
CandaceLynn Bauer 
Beverly Ann Bowman 
Debbie Lynn Bradley 
Candace Maria Bush 
Paula Sue Conn 
Sandra Jean Coulter 
Deborah Sue Ferguson 
Vicki Kaye Fryman 
Flora Jean Gilliland 
Mary Ann Hamilton 
Ruby Ann Keller 
Pjjttl Lee Mahan 
Ki?sjberly Catherine Maunfel 
Carolyn Anne May 
Karen Dudley Montgomery 
Teresa LynnMgajgsaM| 
iMudd 
kruhiica 
»Porter 
I Powell 
I Rawiinos ; 
entrb" 
i Sebasti. 
pn SimmermerT' 
Skidmore 
he Smith 
Stephens 
Education 
Bachelor of Arts 
Ina Arlee Cooksie 
Marc la Lefa Crout 
Jenny Lou Winburn Davy 
Jackie Kay Dunn 
Barbara Robinson    Getman 
Vickie Lynn Smith 
Helen Joy Wigginton 
Bachelor of Science 
George Kenneth Abney 
Ruth Ann Calico Adams 
Randall Akers 
Roger William Alcorn 
Donald P. Alexander 
Julia Jean Alexander 
Karen Allen 
Pamela Lee Allen 
Cecilia Anelko 
Ebba Louise Atwood 
Anthony Alan Ayette 
Anne Shannon Bacon 
Deborah Ann Badishian 
Cara M. Bagby 
Linda Katherine Baker 
James Eddie Ballew 
Donna Goodin Bargo 
Nicholas Duncan Barker 
JeHery Lee Barnelt 
Linda Carol Barnett 
Michelle Marie Barondick 
Deborah Juhl Bellamy 
Prlscilla Bellamy 
Clyde Thomas Bennett 
Charles Edward Benton II 
Nancy Joan Bibelhausen 
Joy Evelyn Bird ( 
Rebecca Atkinson Bland 
Mary Patricia Blank 
Sharalee Borst 
Kenneth Paul Bostelman 
Margaret Ann Bowling 
Nancy Ann Bowman 
Olen C. Brake. Jr. 
Judith Ann Branham 
Pamela Rae Bresnen 
Debra Ann Bross 
Constance Jennings Brown 
D. Keith Brown 
Karen Dockery Brown 
Mary Alice Buckhol! 
Sara Ann Burns 
Carla Jean Burrls 
Linda K. Bussey 
Marilyn Lomax Byrd 
Gloria Ann Caldwall 
Roy Scott Contrail 
Chris William Carney 
Charles Melvln Carter 
Valerie Jo Carter 
Kathleen Suzanne Tate Case 
Ronald Lynn Chapman 
Chef! Norris Cleaver 
Pamela Kae Cloyd 
Sally Lynn Coaplen 
Marilyn Fae Cohen 
Stephen Combs 
Colleen Maria Connors 
Gary Bruce Coplcjt 
Lmda Jeennette Coyle 
Srende Susan Creifl 
Virenda Jean Cunningham 
Ernest Jeffrey Daniel 
Doris Raye Darred 
David L. Davfs 
Vickie Crouch Oedman 
Donald Patsy OeMarco 
Joyce Arm Dettor 
Vicky Celeste DavWe 
Elaine Smith Downs 
Larry Clay Duerson 
Olonne Johanna Duniep 
Oarence Edwin Dunstall 
Terr! Moron Durkin 
Patricia R. Dye 
James E. Dykes 
Soran JO Bade* 
Keith Edward Carle 
Sheila Elizabeth Eesterday 
Important Senior Dates 
Senior Luncheon May 9 
Alumni Day,. May 10 
Baccalaureate...May 11 11 a.m. 
Graduation Rehearsal (...May 
Graduation May 11 
Honors Day W.Apnl 27 
Financial Aid Exit Interviews 
April 28-May 1 
j 
Marilyn Sue Eby 
Patricia Sue Ecjtert 
Tlllle Burton Eddleman 
Kathy Lynn Eicrier 
Barbara Ann Eisenmenger 
Marilyn Jean Ellis 
Karen Suzanne Estridge 
William Hyden Evans 
John Edward Eversole 
Marianne Fawley 
Michael LaVoy Fender 
Thomas Edward Findley 
Paul Steven Flairty 
Robert Fred Fleckenstein 
Janice Louise Fletcher 
Susan Janet Flynn 
Nancy Jones Foot 
Judy Ann Foley 
Sue Hoskins Ford 
Vickie Diane Fritz 
Patti Jo Frost 
Mary Lawrence Gaffney 
Diana Gail Gartin 
Veronica Gayle 
James Rockford Gibbs 
Clara Gibson 
Terese Coates Gilliland 
Virginia Mary Gohmann 
Pamela Sue Goldbach 
Peggy Elizabeth Golyer 
Roberta Jean Gosser 
Susan Marie Green 
Gail Emily Gregory 
Linda Vaught Grenler "•- 
Gregory Melvin Griflin 
Ramona Jean Grlner 
Mary Jo Hackett 
K. Ann Haden 
Donna Katherine Hamilton 
Karen Louise Hamilton' 
Kathryn Sue Hamilton 
Robin Leah Hamilton 
Sarah Nell Hamilton 
Brenda Louise Hammons 
Debra Ann Handshoe 
Roger Wayne Hardin 
Michael Andrew Harmon 
Patricia Lynn Newklrk Harmon   • 
Janet Peed Head 
Frederick Cletus Heichemer 
Carolyn Maria Heltzman 
Donald C. Henderson 
Karen   Elizabeth Hendrickson 
Deborah Ann Higgins 
JanieFannetteHill 
Wallena Jones Hinkle 
Janet Faye   Hinton 
Irvin Henry Hoffman. Jr. 
Jesse Cleveland Holbrook III 
Paula H. Holleran 
Laura Lee Hollingsworth 
Bonne Jeanne Hopkins 
Jane Elizabeth Hoppough 
Bonita Jane Horseman 
Pauline Frances Howard 
Kathleen Alice Hueneteld 
Jean Ann Huffman 
OttoL. Hughes 
David Earl Hume 
James Sidney Hundley 
Nancy Kathleen Hundley 
Janet Lew Hunt 
Ann Michelle Hunter 
Marilyn Kay Hunter 
Deborah Begley Ison 
JoAnne Thompson James 
Kathy Lane James 
Robert Bryant Jasper, Jr. 
stha Sue Jensen 
Worley Johnson, jr 
Catherine Clinton Jones 
Freed* Gay Jones 
Kathy Elaine Jones 
Metlnde Wheeler Jones 
Janet F. Kaimey 
Joyce Ann Kalmey 
Nancy Carol Kaufman 
Pamela Kaye KeeHno 
Debra Ann Kees 
Margaret Karen Kembie 
Glenda Jean Kennedy 
Llnd* F. Kibbay 
Pafkla Bowling Klnnaird 
Susan Howard Knlftey 
Susan Forester Knuckles 
Nancy Eileen Konkol 
Margaret E. Kopp 
Rhonda F«* LaFotietie 
Deborah Ann Langdon 
Sally Joyce Lato 
Gary Derr Laubenthat 
Waynette Leyn* 
Sandra Elaine Lmebacn 
Melody Ann Llttrel 
Joan E. Loelfler 
Valerie Jo Lohr 
Becky Kay Losh 
Janis Margaret Luckett 
Georgia Kay Lynch 
Janice Cretoie MeCord 
Wynona Elaine McCorkle 
Teresa Mondell McKinney 
Michael Royce McWhorter 
Vlckl Lee McWhorter 
Kim Andrew Mack 
Deborah Ann Mackenzie 
L. cnarleneMarcum 
Karen Sue Marcus 
Roger Lynn Marcus 
Robyn Ann Mef'nei 11 
Miriam Catharine Marim 
Sheryl Suzanne Mar tin 
Jeffrey Robert Man; 
Deborah Arm Masnc 
Melody J*ne Mlddleton 
Carol Jean Miller 
Wanda Jo Miller 
Karen Kay Miracle 
Tomrme Lou Miracle 
Gwenda Louise Moore 
Rhonda Fryman Moore 
Janet Jo Moorhead 
Suzanne Morris 
Mark Fthan Morrison 
Rebecca Sharon Moser 
Constance Lee Mullen 
Linda Catherine Mullikin 
John Michael Mullins^ 
Sally Jean Munson • J 
Susan Ann Murray 
Michael William Mussman 
Deborah Lynne Napier 
Martha Lewis Niceley 
PhyHis Marie Noe 
Nancy Margaret Not and 
Catherine Mary O'Donnell 
Donna Elizabeth Orman 
Karen Denise Ormes 
Deborah J. Ostwalt 
Jane Lee Often 
Connie Gene Parks 
Dale Marie Parrish 
Timothy Brian Patterson 
Fred A. Perkins 
William Roy Picket! 
Vivian Faye Poindexter 
Robert Duane Poling 
Jenny Lee Pugh 
Stephen Thomas Raabe 
Kathleen R. Rader 
Diane Rainey 
JoEllen Reed 
Janice Ellen Reeves 
Verna Carol Richardson 
Marney Dee Ritchie 
Rita Gail Ritchie 
Kathryn Jo Roach 
Mary Posey Roark 
Fred Silvanus Robinson 
Brenda Kay Ross 
Martha Anne Rowlette 
Chrystal Vidal Rumpke 
David Hopkins Runyon 
Brenda Kay Sandlin 
Deborah Kay Saunders 
Larry Dale Savage 
Georgette Mae Schmees 
Debra Ann Schock 
Herbert John Schwendeman 
Vicki Rae Scott 
Steven Russell Seiss 
Teresa Jane Seitz 
Carol Jeanne Shafer 
Anne Christine Sharp 
Cathy Lynn Shay 
Peggy Ann Shearln 
Dennis Murrill Sills 
William Earl Simkins 
Julia Ann Sims 
Deborah Suzanne Slusher 
Linda Delores Small 
Deborah C. Smith 
Jerri Lynn Nunnelley Smith 
Jerry Wayne Smith 
Mary Beth Smith 
Toni Renee Smith 
Raymond M. Snowden 
Richard Keith Sorrels 
Dinah White Sowders 
Carolyn N. Spencer 
Montgomery Ray Spenllla 
Ellen Jane Spillman 
Gayle Elizabeth Spraul 
Janet Elaine Stacy 
Edward G. Stagman 
John Nicholas Stansbury 
Patricia Wlmsatt Stansbury 
AlexaGIII Stevens 
Ronald  Sfidham 
Craig Elliott Stratton 
Susan Childers Strong 
Carolyn Anne Suit 
Eva Elaine Surface 
Anne Swaim 
Donna Kaye Swallom 
Lavada Ann Talley 
Gary Carson Taylor 
Katherine Roxie Taylor 
Teresa Ann Taylor 
Theodore Ray Taylor 
Karen Gaye Tharp 
James A. Thomas 
Susan J. Kramer Thompson 
Brenda Lee Todd 
Bettie Marie Trowell 
Carol Ann Tucker 
Glenda Lee Turner 
Constance Marie Linage 
Deborah Sue Utz 
Jtllie Lynne Vander Horst 
Judy Elain« Van Hook 
Diana LayneVa.'ii-r 
Leslie Ann Wtlker 
Virginia Holbrook Walls 
Arthurine Marguita Walters 
Robert A. Watkins 
Margaret Rush Watson 
Susan Neliene Watts 
Corliss Hanson West 
Patricia Beth Wheeler 
Margaret Ann Whelan 
Dean Lazelle Whltaker, Jr. 
Joanne Nally Whltaker 
Juanita Hall Whilaker 
Sam Ashford White 
Sally Wientjes 
Shiela Ann Wiggins 
Decra Ann Wilburn 
Patricia Sue Wilder 
Gary Lee Williams 
Judith Lynn Williams 
Patrick Carroll Wilson 
Gerl Susan Wise 
David K. Wiseman 
Kathy Elaine Witt 
George Gregory Woodward 
Pamela Anne Yeeger 
Allan Keith Young 
David Wayne Zimmerman 
Associate of Arts 
Robert barl Duncan 
Dennis Alan Gentry 
Thomas John Hurek 
Kelly Lynn Kohler 
Freda Ann Nethery 
Albert Allen Saunders 
Gary Fred Strowig 
Teresa Ann Sullivan 
Law Enforcement 
Bachelor of Science 
Ronnie Abner 
William Drew Adair 
Richard Harold Adams 
Norman E. Arflack 
Micheal Darrell Bandy 
Vicki Lynn Bayes 
Kenneth Cherles Bender 
Waiting in the long line in the 
coliseum is nothing for com- 
mencement ceremonies at Eastern 
Hundreds of seniors pass through 
graduation lines every year. 
Some are excited others are not so 
anxious to reach the end of their 
college day. For some  it is an 
occasion to celebrate a new 
beginning and for all it is an 
experience never to forget. 
Law Enforcement 
Continued 
Herbert Spencer Bennett ill 
<Jolan Ray Benton 11 
»aul Lewis Berrier, Jr. 
Jlysses Gemto Berry 
•iruceLene Bisher 
Douglas Kevin Black 
John William Black 
Wallace Wayne Bolton 
Patricia Ann Bowers 
Donald Dean Bowling 
Rosemary Vena Brooks 
Sharon Lynn Brown 
3aul Louis Brownino, Jr 
ionald Dean Bryant 
Alvin LeRoy Burch 
James Ellis Cameron 
Marion Douglas Campbell 
Jimmy Lee Carey 
Larry David Catleft 
David James Cecil 
J. Kim Chieramonte 
Russell Wains Clark 
Ronald Keith Coatney 
Virginia Gail Conley 
Orbin Blaine Combs 
Patrick Michael Crane 
Donna Joy Crisp 
Lowell T. Cruse 
Susenne Evelyn Dean 
Joseph Robert DeWitt 
Robert Harold Dobbs. Jr. 
Allen Windell Downing 
Christopher Michael Dunn 
Richard Numan Dyer, Jr. 
James A. Farley 
Delenna R. Farmer 
Steve James Finsterle 
Mark A. Fisher 
Robert Dean Fockele 
Gaynell Hortense Foreman 
Bobby James    Fugate 
Susan L. Galati 
Raymond Joseph Gannon 
Larry jameS Gasklns 
Mary Ellen Glenn 
William Lee Greenup 
Gregory B. Griffith 
Glenn E. Heeberlln 
Barry Wayne Halfhlll 
Michael Brown Handley 
James Patrick Hanrahan 
Joseph Raymond Hardy 
Jerry Dean Hart 
Donna Lynn Hay 
Mark Foote Henderson 
Janet Mae Hewetson 
Joe Hlbbard 
Robert Martin Holland 
Johnny Paul Hooper 
Timothy Patrick Huckaby 
Robert Carrie k Hughes 
Steven Richard Ives 
Stephen Foster Jackson 
John Quentln Jacob 
Donn Randall Jewell 
Bartholomew John Johnson 
David Glen Johnson 
Harvey J.Jones 
John D. Jones. Ja. 
Mary Ellen Keen 
Donald Wayne Kelley 
Cheryl Demse Kennedy 
David Thomas Kiefer 
Tony T Kirby 
Dennis Michael Klein 
Steven Francis Kreucnick 
Gregory Allan Kuhn 
John Bivin Lite 
Gregony Alien LoBuono 
Charles Oliver Lowery, Jr. 
William R. Lundv 
Robert Albert McCroskey 
James WilmoreMc Daniel 
Robert Clay Mc Kinney 
Jackie Yates Maddox 
Jo Ann Mattingly 
Wanda DaleMedlin 
Gregory Leo Meier 
Richard O.Mellettell 
Mark Stephen Mercer 
Louis Edward Midden 
James Gary Migliore 
Ronald Peter Mossotti 
Ricky Lynn Muse 
Bruce A Myers 
Virginia Sherrod Neat 
William Jessee Neat 
William Keith Nelson. Jr. 
Roberta Newsome 
Gary Dean Newton 
John Martin Nirrengarten 
David Edward O'Leery 
John Newton Oliver, Jr 
James Michael Overmiller 
Larry Lee Patrick 
Forde Perkins 
James Thomas Phipps 
Michael Lee Pogue 
Floyd David Price 
Daniel Bray Pyles 
Charles Albert Roach 
Robert Paul Roach 
Debra Pauline Robinson 
Fred Lewis Roemele 
John Edward Rouse 
Elizabeth Susan Rudd 
Mark Steven Sands 
Michael Claude Schilling 
Georqe Peter Schwelnbeck 
James Edward Searle 
Euegene Thomas Sherrard 
George Edward Snodgrass 
Donald Carl Snyder 
Barbara Joan Spaldlng 
Carl Anthony Sparks 
Robert Scott Street 
Edward Lee Strickland 
Jimmy Wayne Sumpter 
Keith Allen Taylor 
Wayne Scott Teeter 
Gary Blaine Terrell 
William Russell Thompson 
Daniel Allen Triplet! 
Henry Clayton Vanover 
Paul Russell Van Pelt 
Beverly Jean Warren 
Shirley Belle Weterhouse 
Robert Crockett Webster 111 
Arnold Leroy Weddington 
Francis Patrick West 
Harry J. West 
Joe Allen Wllkerson 
Dennis Char'** Woeste 
Timothy Robert Wylie 
Wark Edwin W>socki 
Associate of Arts 
Roy G Allen 
Barbara Ann Arnold 
John William Barrow. Jr. 
Bobby Leroy Beckham 
Ulysses G  Berry 
Fred Lee Blake 
Curtis Jerome Borden 
Cheryl Rochelle Bowling 
Sherryll Jean Bright 
Jack Wallace Burns. Sr 
Perry Charles Cance 
Anderson Morris Carter, Sr. 
Jack Lehman Coan 
Linda Code 
Ricky Lane Courtney 
Lynda Kathryn Crea 
Mary Ellen Crigler 
Bruce Milton Curtsmger 
Valerie Jean Dobinski 
Charles Lavelle Downs 
BoDbi Ann Dunlap 
Kim Marzelle Duplain 
Dennis Emberal East 
Donald Howard Elam 
Garry Alan Eldredge 
Larry Alton Eldredge 
John Robert Foley 
Debra Ellen Fugazzi 
Lisa Anne Goctz 
Denise ison Halberi 
Beverly Kay Harlow / 
Paul Robert Harrison 
Shirley Jean Helton 
Joe Mibbard 
William H. Hill. Jr. 
Patricia Jane Holdermen 
William G. Howard, Jr. 
Diana Lee Igo 
Harvey James Jones 
Vicki Benita King 
Thomas Rowland Korb 
Vicki Ann Ltnz 
John Woodrow Lock 
Patricia Maureen Lucas 
James Wllmore Mc Daniel 
Kenneth Doyle Marcum 
Elizabeth Martin 
Bridget Gail Mauney 
Hallie Beatrice Miller 
Timothy L.Moore 
Billie Ray Moseley 
Richard Lynn Muse 
Judy Latham Oatts 
Ernest Edward O'Bryant 
Constance Jean Oliver 
David L. Shade 
Timothy Wayne Sheffner 
Larry Alfred Simpson 
Leonard James Slusher 
Carl Anthony Sparks 
1 tmothy Stumbo 
Charles Ronald Taylor 
Murlyn Lee Toombs 
Mark Fredrick Vogedes 
Modena Mobley Wesley 
William Joseph Williams 
The end of college has finally come.  In your hands you now 
hold a "sheep skin" that shows four (or more) years of a loag 
arduous process. Where do you go from here? It's out on the 
street to find a Job or graduate school, whatever the case. 
STUDY TIPS 
For seniors preparing for early finals 
The first half of this article 
pointed out that successful 
preparation for an exam starts 
,jn the beginning of each term 
and continues throughout. It 
emphasized the importance of 
establishing a term study plan 
and using food review 
techniques. 
Your attitude toward exams 
can make a difference. Tests do 
serve a good purpose. They 
give you an opportunity to 
check your progress. Students 
who have formed good study 
habits throughout the term 
should be confident 
Exams will solidify your 
knowledge of important ideas, 
and give you an opportunity to 
know how well you are doing. 
Examination grades can also 
help pinpoint your weaknesses 
and give you a chance to 
correct there 
ORGANIZE 
PRE-EXAM  HOIKS 
The day before an important 
exam plan to review a 
maximum of 3 hours, in- 
terspersed with pace-changing 
breaks. Remember to question 
yourself as you review your 
notes. Recite the main points to 
yourself and reread text 
passages only when  you are 
having difficulty remembering 
them. 
Eat and sleep well so that you 
are refreshed the day of the 
exam. 
Get up early to avoid rushing 
on the morning of the test. 
Take a shower, have a good 
breakfast, do some exercises or 
lake a walk, breathe deeply. 
Stay calm. It may be helpful 
to take a last look at your 
summary notes but avoid them 
if it makes your nervous. 
PACE      THE      EXAM 
CAREFULLY 
Be sure you have all the 
supplies you need before 
leaving your room 
Arrive   in   the   examination 
room a few minutes ahead. 
Take a seat where you will have 
good light and not be distracted 
by friends or noise 
When the exam begins, listen 
to the instructions and then 
start reading through the entire 
test.   Organize your thougths. 
BUDGET TIME FOR EACH 
QUESTION. They might be 
equal in scoring, so answer the 
easy ones first Remember to 
number the answers to match 
the questions. 
Think carefully about one 
question at a lime Your first 
sentence should be clear and 
contain some, if not all, of the 
main points in your answer. 
The instructor wants a focus on 
the   question   and   direct   an- 
swers. 
Jot down key words as guides 
for your writing. Indenting 
paragraphs, numbering points 
under them, or making a rough 
diagram or outline can be 
helpful to you and the person 
correcting 
Write legibly or else the in- 
structor will not be able to read 
easily, and your mark will 
suffer. 
Short-form or objective 
questions demonstrate your 
ability to recognize details and 
your judgement io choosing 
among alternatives. Attention 
must be given to key words 
like: all, none, never, might, or 
should. Fill in the easy ones 
first and mark the spaces 
clearly. 
REASSESS YOUR WORK 
Avoid leaving blanks, an 
answer might be correct even 
though you are not sure. An 
omission will probably count 
against you In multiple choice, 
cross out what you think is 
wrong and think about what is 
left Be sure to completely 
erase if you change an answer. 
Essay   questions   test   your 
ability to express vourself, to. 
interpret and* "trK organize 
material. The instructs never 
expects one question (or even 
an entire exam) to be a 
demonstration of all you know. 
Important cue words will give 
you the key as to what or how 
much the instructor wants you 
to write. 
The ones most frequently 
used are: analyze, compare, 
contrast, criticize, define, 
describe, discuss, elaborate, 
enumerate, evaluate, explain, 
illustrate, interpret, justify, list, 
outline, prove, relate, review, 
state, summarize, trace. 
Each one of these terms calls 
for some specific type of 
material, so think about their 
meanings in advance. 
Finish each question as best 
as you can and then go on to the 
next, leaving some room at the 
bottom for possible additions. 
When answering essay 
questions in exam books, some 
students find it helpful to use 
only the right-hand pages, 
leaving the left page for ad- 
ditional remarks or highlights. 
Make answers as concise and 
clear as possible. Do not waste 
time with long-winded or 
repetitious sentences. 
Reread everything carefully 
afterward. 
1 
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Newsbrief S : Readers' Theatre presents 'Images' April 30 
m   IM).\V\ ARNOLD 
Eastern's Header's   Theatre 
will   present    a    production 
"Images in Black and White, 
on April til at H p m   in the'I'earl 
Buchanan thealre 
This production will include 
selections Irom Nikki Giovanni. 
Langsten Hughes. John 
l.angslen and many more The 
scrip! was compiled by Dr. 
Kobinette, the director, f'hyllis 
Kimbrough. and Michelle 
Walters 
The cast will include: Dan 
llaughey. .lames Kiffe. Barry 
Helm. Steve Gee. Terri 
Robinson. I'hyllis Kimbrough, 
Michelle Wallers,   Gwen 
I' rench, and Deb (Jay. 
There will be no admission 
charge.     Come and  enjoy  an 
evening    Idled    with    cultural 
enlightenment 
America to perform 
The final I niversily Center 
Board "pop' concert of the 
school year will be held at 7:30 
p m Monday. April 28. in the 
Alumni Coliseum with America 
performing Tickets in advance 
are $.'. for full-lime KKl 
*tudenls and activity card 
holders and S."> for all others 
Tickets at the door will be Sti. 
Oklahoma 
The drama and music 
departments will present the 
musical    "Oklahoma''   al   7:30 
nightly       tonight       through 
Saturday in     Gifford Thealre 
I'.eservations    and    ticket    iri- 
tormation may be obtained by 
calling I4W) or 5831 
Milestone 
distribution 
The S.'nd edition of the EKl 
MILESTONE will      be 
distributed starting al noon 
Monday.   April   28 The 
yearbooks may be picked up in 
the Alumni Coliseum auxiliary 
gum by presenting valid student 
10 card. 
Tuesday and Wednesday 
distribution will be from the 
concession stands on the main 
concourse  of   (he   Coliseum 
Something strange is happening 
in the town of Steptord. 
\\ here the men spend their nights doing something set ret 
And ever} woman acts like every man's dream 01 the 
perted   wife. 
\\ here a young woman watches the 
dream became a nightmare. 
And sees the nightmare engult her best triend 
And realizes that am moment, any second — 
her turn is coming 
■
Hours will be 1" am   to 6 p.m 
daily 
The W75 MILESTONE may 
be claimed during (tie 
remaining days of school at the 
office of Public Information. 3rd 
floor. Jones Building, from 8 
a.m. lo noon, and from M p.m. 
weekdays IO card must be 
presented lo claim book at all 
times 
Applications for staff and 
section positions for the 1976 
yearbook are now available in 
the Office of Public Infor 
maiion. 3rd floor. Jones. 
Applications should be com- 
pleted and relumed by Monday. 
April 28 
Racquetball 
An KKl Invitational 
Kacquelball Tournament will 
be held Friday-Sunday. Entry 
deadline is Monday 
You can pick up entry blanks 
in Begley  intramural  office. 
Everyone    is    eligible-. 
EKU Symphonic 
Band 
The EKU Symphonic Band 
will present a concert at 3:30 
p.m. Sunday. April 27, in Brock 
Auditorium. There is no ad 
mission charge and (he public is 
invited. 
Tennis Team 
Any undergraduate in- 
terested in playing on the 1975- 
76 women's varsity tennis learn 
please meet from 5-5:30 p.m. 
Tuesday. April 29, in Weaver 
201. 
THE STHTORD WIVES 
A vtry modern suspense story from the author of Rosemary<s Baby. 
COLUMBIA PICTURES and PALOMAR PICTURES INTERNATIONAL Presents THE STEPFORD WIVES 
KATHARINE ROSS. PAULA PRENIISS. PETER MASTERSON NANETTE NEWMAN, TINA LOUISE CAROL ROSSEN and 
PATRICK (MAI, as Dale Coba   Based on the book by IRA LEVIN Screenplay by WILLIAM GOLDMAN 
STARTING TOMORROW 
At 7:30 
ft 9:40 CAMPUS CINEMAS 1 & 2 
Located in the University Slioppuiy Cenlei  ^^^ 
LAST  DAY: 
"Alice  Doesn't 
Live Here 
Anymore" 
IV  car wash 
1VCF will hold a car wash 
from 10a.m. to 5p.m. Saturday 
April 26. at the Exxon station on 
the By-Pass. 
Tommy    Nickell    will be 
speaking at IVCF on Thursday, 
at 7 p.m. in the Jaggers Room. 
Everyone is welcome. 
• 
Nursing students 
The Nursing Students Bible 
Study will meet from 7:30-8:30 
p.m. Tuesday in one of the 
conference rooms in the Powell 
Building. Check at the desk for 
moer   information. 
'■   Education 
workshop 
The Oeparlment of 
Educational Foundations will 
offer a^workshop entitled' 
'Effect of Media on Human 
Development and Behavior'' 
from June 17 to July 11 for three 
hours credit 
The workshop w ill explore the 
pervasive influence the media 
mav be having on Ihe 
development of children in our 
culture Dr Donald B Mills 
will be ihe Director of ihe 
workshop 
Enrollment is limit ed. bul w ill 
be open through regular ■ 
summer school registration or 
unlil filled. For further in- 
formation, contact Dr Mills al 
2941 or Dr William McKenney 
al 3276. 
Becky Boone 
Relays 
The 4th annual Becky Boone 
Relays will be held Saturday at 
the EKU track and field 
Preliminaries begin at 10 a.m. 
and finals begin at 11:30 a.m. 
There is no admission charge 
and Ihe public is invited 
Interdorm Picnic 
Men's and Women's Inter- 
dorms will have a picnic Sun- 
day. April 27. to honor members 
and special guests. All mem- 
bers are invited at 7 p.m. in 
McDowell Park 
Mule Barn 
The Mule Barn (studenl 
recreational building at 
Arlington I is now available for 
spring activities. Student 
groups may schedule the Barn 
for events by contacting the 
Office of Student Activities and 
Organizations 
I'nirtu h\  INin Waiiuaum 
Cancer Fund calling 
Marva Perkins, a freshman from Rich- 
mond, majoring in medical records is 
shown above collecting for Ihe Cancer fund 
drive.   II was estimated lhal $4,000 would 
be collected this pasl weekend Over M 
percenl increase was made over lasl year 
in ihe drive 
Second annual 
HPER Convention meets here 
Interviews 
Friday April     25.     a 
representative from Trotwood- 
Madison City Schools. Trot- 
wood, Ohio will be interviewing 
seniors in all areas of education. 
Bible study 
Lutheran   Bible   Study   is 
conlinuing  al   8:30   Monday 
evenings in Room E, .Powell 
Worship service is al 7:30 p.m. 
Sundays in Room E. 
Faculty group 
The Faculty Prayer Group 
meets      al       noon      each 
Wednesday in Dining Room E 
or F, Powell Building 
The second Annual Con 
vention of student majors in 
Health. Physical Education and 
Kecrealion easily met its ex- 
pectations for success' on 
Friday . The   con- 
ventiog. held in the Powell 
Building, brought together Ihe 
majors from all departments of 
the School of HPEK&A inan all 
day professional meeting. The 
Convention is designed to have 
all the characteristics of a 
national, regional or state 
professional organization 
meeting. 
The program organized by 
the HPER Council. in 
cooperation with the depart- 
mental    professional    clubs. 
Contest set 
The Kappa Alpha Psi fraternity 
will sponsor a 'Miss Best Dress- 
ed Lady' contest in the Grise 
Room, nexl Thursday at 8:00 
p.m. Entries will be accepted 
until April 29. For more in- 
formation, contact Raymon 
Wright. 625-4141 or James 
Tillman. 625-3026 The entry fee 
for contestants is $3.00 
presented oulslanding 
speakers, from off campus, all 
featuring timely lopics per 
linenl lo Ihe broad HPER 
profession 
Terry Sloddard. Presidenl of 
Ihe HPER Council, expressed 
delighl lhal Ihe programs and 
allendance were oulslanding 
and lhal each student major not 
only learned a great deal about 
important professional lopics. 
bul   experienced   the   kind   of 
activity to which each will be 
expected and responsible for 
giving leadership in in Ihe near 
future and years ahead. 
The School of Health, 
Physical K d u c a I i o n . 
Recreation, and Alhlelics has 
approxintlcly I3IHI        un- 
dergraduate and graduate 
majors, making il one of Ihe 
largest programs and largest 
producers of graduates in Ihe 
I'Diversity. 
WVIEWTFROM CHINA 
BY   SHENJU NIE ...'- 
MONEY TO LOAN 
On Anything Of Value. 
JIM'S PAWN SHOP   ! 
Weather in Eastern Kentucky 
is unique Where else does it 
snow one day and sizzle the nexl 
or offer touches of spring and 
winter within . twenty-four 
hours? It's a kind of naughty 
climate 
Eastern students are in many 
ways the same. Of course. Ihey 
don't have a common naughty 
Irait. but they do have their own 
specialties in large as Ihey were 
exposeiHoTme this  semester. 
.\lw<t of Ihe people I have met 
/fn campus, come from nearby 
/counties.   Ihus   they   share   a 
(Yaised-on-a-farm"      backgro 
und 
With this "folk" style per- 
sonality, EKU students seemed 
more orthodox, more amiable, 
and more pure than I had 
thought aboul the average 
American students before I 
came lo school four months ago 
Vel their aptness of clinging to 
traditions, their proneness to 
conceding lo authorities also 
astonished me 
See America  April 28 
7:30 p.m. 
Eastern Kentucky University       , 
Sponsored by the   EKU Center Board 
II surprised me that students 
moved oul Martin Hull so 
"obediently " at the beginning of 
the semester, while the famous 
American students' protesting 
for their rights can no longer 
stir a ripple in Ihe new pool. 
Even the administration did not 
Ihink the   students   would"      ' 
read so "cooperatively." 
I was also shocked when I 
noticed that we have vending 
machines selling cigarettes in 
every dorm after I came back 
Irom a lab class discussing lung 
cancer. School offers you 
courses telling you smoking is 
harmful. Ihen they set a 
machine in your dorm for most 
smoking avalibility's sake. 
Students seem to accept it 
naturally as they take their lab 
courses 
I'm not trying to advocate a 
student revolution, or lo probe 
any controversies here I just 
couldn't stand lo see the 
phenomenon that there are so 
many "silent majorities" on 
campus. 
A   lucieiy   with   such   in> 
differem    components   doesn't 
even concern about  their own    & 
affairs is an unhealthy omen.      '^L 
I 's a    iresomc thing to point 
ou\ bu ii continues 10 be true. 
Admittedly, students here are 
more  Puritanical- than  other 
American college students, one 
way or another.   However, thy 
can't   retain   their   ancestors' 
reputation    in     an    era    of 
progressiveness. 
I M 
HAPPY 
MEADOW 
NATURAL 
FOODS 
MARKET 
Only 11 miles 
from EKU 
Campus 
Open 9 till .6 
Monday thru 
Saturday' 
Phone 
986-34S6 
\ 
U.S. 25 
North, Berea 
• Call or write for- 
Ifree newsletter! 1 
-t 
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Arrest, search and seizure, possession BOB  BAGERIS PRESENTS IN FRANKFORT 
Knowledge of. legal rights may come in handy 
rJY JUUE HOYT 
FM tare Editor 
fcdltor'i Noto: 
I'nleic otkerwlic specified, 
information relating to matters 
of law »n«l court case* Is 
drrivrd frara Smith's Review 
Crimlaal Law aad Procedure, 
III* revised edition. The exact 
wording, oaless la quotation! It 
that af the stolT writer. 
The only contact many people 
have in dealing with the legal 
system is by their traffic 
citation* and income tax 
returns. The average citizen 
may never, in his or her 
lifetime, see the inside of a 
police station, let alone a jail. 
Televised Image 
Arrest is portrayed as being 
for horrible, evil, criminals on 
such T.V. snows as "Man- 
nix," "Kojak," and the never- 
to-be-forgotten Immortal 
"Dragnet."(Note an exception: 
but in Perry Mason, the 
defendant is automatically 
assumed Innocent, because the 
series must continue.) 
However, there are times 
when the "average citizen" is 
faced with an arrest situation, 
search and seizure, questioning, 
and a court appearance. At 
these times, a knowledge of 
rights, as guaranteed by law, 
may be helpful. 
According to English com- 
mon law, an arrest may be 
made with or without a 
warrant. In order for the arrest 
to be made without a warrant, 
an officer of the law must 
directly witness the act. A 
citizen may make an arrest if he 
witnesses a felony. 
A citizen may not make an 
arrest for a misdemeanor if it 
does not oonstitute a breach of 
the peace. 
Reasonable force may be 
used to restrain a person while 
making an arrest; this is short 
of deadly force. (Petrie v. 
Cartwright, 114 Ky. 103, 70 S.W. 
297; 1902). According to com- 
mon law, both police officers 
and citizens had the right to kill 
"fleeing felons." This has 
changed, because many of the 
felony Crimea that formerly 
carried the death penalty under 
common law no longer do so 
today. 
In order to obtain a warrant, 
there, must be probable cause 
that a crime has been com- 
mitted. A warrant may be 
issued on a complaint or 
because an officer of the law 
witnessed the crime. 
Miranda decision 
If a person is arrested, be 
must be informed of his rights. 
This was decided upon in the 
landmark Miranda decision, in 
which the issue involved con- 
cerned Fifth Amendment 
rights. (Citation: Miranda v. 
Arizona, 348 U.S. 436,86, S. Ct. 
1602,16 L. Ed. 2d. 694; 1966). 
In the Miranda decision it was, 
held that, before an accused 
person is interrogated, he must 
receive the following warjiingB: 
—he has the right to remain 
silent. 
—any statement he does make 
can be used as evidence against 
him 
—he   has   the   right   to   the 
presence of an attorney during 
interrogation.     If  he   cannot 
afford one, a legal counsel will 
be appointed for him. 
Search and seitare 
A person does not have to be 
under arrest, in the traditional 
sense of the term, in order to 
have the Miranda warnings 
applicable to him. In Orozco v. 
Texas, (citation: 394 U.S. 213, 89 
S. Ct. 1677, 23 L. Ed. 2d. 253, 
1969) the accused was in- 
terrogated in his bedroom at 4 
a.m. in the morning by police 
officers who did not read him 
his warnings. 
This situation, although not 
an official arrest, was con- 
sidered by the Supreme Court to 
be "custodial." The person, 
although he was not officially 
under arrest was not free to 
leave; he was under restraint. 
During an arrest, a defen- 
dant's person may be searched, 
along with the immediate 
surrounding area. Anything 
that can be used as evidence 
against the accused may be 
taken. If a search warrant is 
issued, a description must be 
contained of the place to be 
searched and the "person or 
things to be seized," according 
to the Fourth Amendment. 
Warrants are to be issued "upon 
probable cause supportedby 
oath or affirmation." 
Fourth Amendment rights 
The Fourth Amendment 
rights concern the person as 
well as his locale, in regard to 
unreasonable searches and 
seizures. In Katz v. U.S., the 
defendant was convicted of 
making wagers over the 
telephone, violating a federal 
statute. 
Evidence obtained by elec- 
tronic surveillance methods 
was introduced by the govern- 
ment. The government officials 
claimed that no trespass had 
been made because the calls 
were conducted from a public 
telephone booth. 
' The conviction in the Kate 
case was reversed because the 
defendant's Fourth Amendment 
rights had been violated. The 
electronic device was not 
authorized by the proper 
judicial, authorities; hence, 
Katz had been searched without 
a legal warrant. 
One situation a student may 
be confronted with is the "stop 
and frisk" search. Detention is 
not always held to be a form of 
arrest. "Legal stoppage" may 
be conducted by police officers 
for investigation "of any person 
on foot or in a vehicle if the 
officer believes a crime may be 
or has been committed and has 
reasonable grounds for such 
belief." 
This "reasonable" belief 
must also connect the person to 
be searched with the crime. 
"The officer must have grounds 
to believe that the person he 
stops has committed a crime, 
Campus Movie 
will commit a crime, or has 
information concerning the 
commission of a crime by 
another." 
If law enforcement official 
detains a person for 
questioning, he may frisk him to 
discover any possible concealed 
weapons, so to remove possible 
sources of harm to himself. If 
an automobile is stopped, and 
its occupant detained for 
questioning, anything within 
sight may be searched. The 
opening of trunks, glove 
compartments, and other 
closed areas, such as luggage 
requires probable cause, if the 
occupant is not under arrest. 
Any such search must also have 
probable cause. This is stressed 
in Henry v. U.S. (citation: 361 
U.S. 98,80 S. Ct. 168, 4 L.Ed. 2d. 
134; 1959) 
Dormitory room search 
Eastern's Campus Living 
handbook states "student 
rooms will be entered by 
University staff members only 
after knocking and appraising a 
student of the purpose requiring 
entrance to his room. In the 
absence of the occupants, 
rooms shall be entered only in 
the event of an emergency or for 
maintenance repair, safety and- 
or sanitation inspection." 
No specifications or stan- 
dards are mentioned in the 
handbook in regard to what 
constitutes an "emergeney." 
However, the students personal 
effects;, as contained in 
drawers, luggage and other 
closed areas may not be 
searched without a warrant. 
This does not include closets. 
During a sanitation inspec- 
tion, the resident assistant may 
go through a student's 
refrigerator. (Consent is im- 
plied when the student signs his 
contract.) A visual inspection 
may be made of the closet. 
Closed containers such as 
sweater boxes, trunks, and 
drawers may not be opened and 
searched during room in- 
spection. 
In order for a search of these 
areas to be made, the approval 
of the vice-president for Student 
Affairs—or his representative- 
is required. Any articles which 
possession of is illegal or 
against University policy will 
be confiscated. 
A written receipt listing the 
items removed will be given to 
the occupant. The handbook 
goes on to add, ("These 
procedures in no way limit law 
enforcement officials from 
making an authorized search." 
Restrictions 
The possession of alcoholic 
beverages, dangerous drugs 
and firearms are also against 
University regulation. In the 
dormitories, the presence of a 
member of the opposite sex— 
except in public areas at 
"specified times" is prohibited. 
Possible punishment includes 
expulsion. 
In the state of Kentucky, 
driving while intoxicated is 
illegal. A person is considered 
to be intoxicated if he or she has 
1 per cent alcohol in the blood. 
Liscenced Kentucky drivers 
imply consent to a breathelizer 
test when they hold a lisence. If 
a driver refuses to be tested, his 
driving priveleges are revoked. 
Possession of marijuana in 
the state of Kentucky is a 
misdemeanor. Possession of 
marijuana for the purposes of 
resale is a felony. Each case is 
judged individually according 
to where the accused was at the 
time of arrest, the cir- 
cumstances, the amount found 
on him, and his previous record. 
Penalty flexible 
"The court nas a tiu> deal of 
latitude..." commented Robert 
Goolsby, of Eastern's Security, 
""'s        a hypothetical 
question   They (thecourts) can 
do a little or a lot." 
The amount may determine 
whether the accused is charged 
with mere possession or 
possession for the purposes of 
resale. This could he difference 
between a felony or a 
misdemeanor   sentencing. 
Under the Kentucky Con- 
trolled Substances Act. the 
possession of any regulated 
drug is automatically a felony. 
Unless a person holds a 
prescription, for the drug in his 
possession, he can be charged 
for committing a felony. This 
applies to amphetamines, 
barbiturates, and opium 
derivatives, such as morphine 
or codeine. 
Sources of legal information 
for students on campus include, 
the Ombudsman (located on the 
second floor—Powell Building.) 
the Kentucky Civil Liberties 
Union, and the Student 
Association office (located on 
second floor. Powell Building). 
AMtHtRS 
JPLUS SECOND ACT TO  BE ANNOUNCED 
WEDNESDAY. MAY 7 - 8  PM 
FRANKFORT CAPITOL PLAZA 
Good Seats Available at the Door 
WAKY  AND  BOB  BAGERIS  PRESENT  IN   LOUISVILLE 
ROBIN 
TROWER 
Plus: JOHN MAYALL 
Special Guest:  VITALE'S MAUMEN 
SAT., APRIL 26-8 P.M. 
LOUISVILLECONVENTION CENTER 
Tickets available at the door until showtime 
PRICES:  $5.50 advance.    16.50 day ot show 
Campus Movie 
Sup&ib (Dining 
/a f/eeonf* 
AtmoMpitn' 
AatoxuiQ. fnunqt. 
With Drinks 
for Yoer AifoyaMaf 
Restaurant 
And Lounge 
rOR RESERVATION 
AID INFORMATION 
623-9801 
KM 
LOCATED MIDWAY BETWEEN EASTERN BY PASS A 
BIG HILL AVE. AT 1401  E. MAIN   IRVINE R0. 
I 
I 
I 
I adventure. 
that journeys beyond 
imagination! 
Last 
Showing 
Tonite! 
silent 
running' 
UIIIIIIIBII UIIIIIM 12      bOt 
**RICHMOND DRIVE IN** 
$^&JS&$& 
weicg 
Presfints 
PR£W9£R8 SH0W9HG 
XI AAnw JW3Mnrtionj51 
6% 0X 
Jtet Atar •>$! Atras 
JACK NICHOLSON FAYE DUNAWAY 
>$t Birecior - jtet tonal/creenplaij 
ROMAN P0LANSKI ROBERT T0WNE 
SestAlJirection SesiQnenjatoji^ - 3estCfctum^jgi\ 
3e$tT?irr,£dJtinq • Jest Original Jramaticicon? - jfest^outi 
proOuCton ol i 
JffidW^^Vwsjty "jptgoiyji;1 
Rl RESTRICTED _| 
^"^K^^^L^-JOHN HUSTON 
RICHtROSYiet C0ERD60NJERRVG0USHIH 
IfCHNICOlOR* PWMSW A nWAMOUNT PRESEMTMKW 
a#fc 
CAMPUS-CINEMAS 
1  &2 
University Shopping Center—623-0588 
r. Richmond. f>i- 
Thursday, May 1st, 1975 Admission: '5. $C 00 
ML PR0C££DS FOR THE  1975 
CAKCCR CRUSAD6 
NOW SHOWING ENDS TUESDAY 
THUNDER ROAD 
WAS ONLY A 
PRACTICE 
RUM. 
THIS 18 THE 
REALTHING. 
United Artists 
CHARLES 
"MR.MAJESTYK" 
/ 
. * 
MM 
TAB HUNTER JOSEPH COTTON   LEON AMES 
ROSIEGWER   CESAR ROMERO  EVE BRENT 
YOU 11 HAVE A BRAWl 
PLUS 
IF YOU CAN RIDE SHACK'S TRAIN 
AND LIVE—YOU'LL DE... 
EMPEROR 
& NORTH 
FROM THE MAKERS OF "THE DIRTY DOZEN' 
V 
SERVICE 
SPECIAL 
on   Tape Players 
8-Track Auto 
& Portable 
Cassette Auto 
& Portable 
Cleaned, Lubed, and Head 
Adjusted, only $7S8 
(component and units with 
AM   FM   ,0 extra) 
RADIO 
SHACK 
University Shopping Center 
Fourth annual Boone 
elays slated for Saturday 
The fourth annual Becky 
Boone Relays are scheduled for 
April 26 at Eastern and all in- 
dications point to this year's 
meet being bigger and better 
than those in past years. 
Dr. Martha Mullins. meet 
director and coordinator of 
women's intercollegiate 
athletics at EKU. stated that 
the deadline for a team's entry 
is April 21 and a greater number 
of teams and individual athletes 
are expected for this year's 
event. 
"This has certainly grown 
into one of the most prestigious 
women's intercollegiate track 
and field meets in this part of 
the nation." said Dr. Mullins. 
"Some of the Midwest and 
Souths better teams will be 
entered and are coached by ex- 
athletes who have made a name 
for themselves in the sport." 
MADISON NATIONAL BANK 
RICHMOND. KY. 
Convenient, Full Service Branch Office, equipped 
with a Drive-In Window, located at corner 
Water and Second Street 
■RANCH OFFICE HOURS 
8:00 AM. untH 2:00 P. M.   -Monday thru Thursday 
8:00 AM. until 6:00 P. M. -Fridays 
8:00 AM. until 12 Noon     "Saturdays 
PhoiM (Branch Ottice) 
623-2799 
Phone  (Main OM.ce) 
623-2747 
After the movie, 
after the same, even after 
'nothins at ell—come to the pine 
restaurant made specially for families. 
The Pina Hut restaurant. Our pina is 
something the>«hole gans can agree on. 
Eastern By-Pass Rk«a 
4iut 
Our people make it bettei I 
gn 
DO yOU~HAW.TO BE HI THIS PICTURE? 
B 
B 
B 
B 
I 
O 
I 
IB 
YOU CAN! 
« 
7/ you select your backpacking gear and accessories 
from 
Phillip  Gall & Son m 
r 230 W. Main St. 
Lexington, Ky. 40507 
To back up her statement. 
Mullins noted that entered 
again this season will be 
Chicago State University, 
coached by Willie White, for- 
mer Olympic competitor who 
will be hoping to participate in 
her sixth Olympic Games next 
year. Miss White will run in 
exhibition in this meet. 
Two of Chicago State's top 
entires include Veronica Harris 
who was a double champion and 
record-breaker in last year's 
event at EKU and Teela 
Chemabwai. who competed for 
her homeland. Kenya, in the 
1972 Olympics. 
Miss Harris won the 100-yard 
dash in 11.0, the 220-yard dash 
in 25.0 and was also a member 
of the 880 yard medley relay 
team. Miss Chemabwai took 
the 440-yard dash in :56.2.      _ 
Also returning-is the defen- 
ding team champion, Michigan 
State University, coached by 
Dr. Nell Jackson, who also 
tutored the 72 U.S. Olympic 
Women's Track and Field team. 
Another strong entrant will be 
Ed Temple's famed "Tiger- 
belles" of Tennessee State 
University, who are always 
stong contenders in the spring 
and relay events. 
This meet began in 1970 as a 
state invitational involving five 
schools entering as teams and 
individuals. In 1971, it was 
opened to regional schools, and 
colleges from Illinois and 
Florida responded with entries 
Preliminaries are 
scheduledmto begin at 10 a.m. 
Saturday. April 26. Finals will 
start at 11:30a.m. and conclude 
Saturday afternoon. 
Women's track 
team places fifth 
in state meet 
Eastern Kentucky University 
women's track team came in 
fifth place in the Kentucky 
Women's Intercollegiate 
Conference. Final scores for 
the meet were the University of 
Kentucky 76. Murray State 64'i, 
Morehead 424, Western 
Kentucky University 36, EKU 
16, Berea College 12, and Centre 
College 2 
Jenny Utz brought home the 
only first place score for 
Eastern with a 2:22 in the 880 
yard run. This qualified her for 
the AIA National Meet on May 
16-17 at Corvallis. Oregon. 
Other EKU scores included a 
3rd place by Katie Kraweic. 
Sheree Davis, Elaine Wilson, 
and Jenny Utz in the medley. 
VERONICA HARRIS of Chicago State, a 
double winner at last year's Becky Boone 
Relays, breaks the wire.   Her times of 10.9 
seconds for the 100 yd. dash and 25.0 seconds 
for the 220 set track and meet records. 
Golfers hope to recapture own 
tourney over this weekend 
A 17-team field will make up 
fourth annual Eastern Ken- 
tucky University Spring Golf 
■ Invitational Tournament 
scheduled for play Saturday 
and Sunday at the Arlington 
Golf Course.   __^' 
EKU is the defending 
champion, winning last year's 
tournament by some 14 strokes 
over its nearest competition, 
Austin Peay. Eastern also has 
the returning defending in- 
dividual champion in junior 
Dan Bogdan. Bogdan, a native 
of Schenectady, NY., put 
together rounds of 70-71 last 
season to capture first place 
honors. 
For the first time.EKU golf 
coach Jim Suttie has divided the 
field this year into college and 
university divisions. Entered in 
the university division are: 
EKU, Tennessee Tech, 
Morehead State, Western 
Carolina State, Xavier, Western 
Kentucky, Cincinnati, Indiana 
University-Central, Capital and 
Indiana    University-Southeast. 
College division entrants 
include: Mercyhurst, Carson- 
Newman, Kentucky Wesleyan, 
South Carolina State, Wofford 
and St. Joseph's (Ind.). 
"We believe with this type of 
division, the tournament will 
have  more  interest  and   the 
Eastern has first basketball signee 
Vic Merchant, a standout 6-4 
Uj guard-forward from Mid- 
dletown (Ohio) High School, has 
signed a national letter-of-intent 
with the Eastern Kentucky 
University basketball team. 
Merchant, considered an 
excellent defensive and of- 
fensive player by the Eastern 
coaching staff, averaged 19 
points, 12 rebounds and seven 
assists per game last season for 
coach Paul Walker's Mid- 
dleiown I i Middies who were 
ranked No. 1 in both wire ser- 
vice polls in the state AAA 
division most of last season. 
"Vic is a top-notch basketball 
player and we're pleased he is 
going to Eastern," Walker said. 
Merchant was a first-team 
All-State   AAA   selection   this 
past and was also chosen on the 
All-South West Ohio, All- 
Greater Miami Conference and 
Prep All American teams. 
He competed in the Dayton- 
Cincinnati Area all-star game, 
pulling down eight rebounds 
and scoring 15 points for the 
winning Dayton team. Mer- 
chant also played in a shoot-out 
tourney in Akron, Ohio. 
"We feel very fortunate and 
are extremely happy to have a 
young man with Vic's abilities 
and "credentials come with us 
next year. He has the size, 
quickness and ability to become 
an excellent college player," 
said EKU assistant coach Bill 
Fultz. "He will be a welcome 
addition to the Eastern 
basketball program." 
competition and scores should 
be better," Suttie said. 
Eastern was free from 
competition last weekend and 
Suttie has had his squad playing 
for the remaining two spots on 
the first unit during this period. 
Exempt from competition were 
Bogdan, Chuck Irons, Tom 
Tierney and Bob Hollo way. 
The EKU spring invitational 
will be a 36-hole tourney and 
will get underway with a 
shotgun start Saturday at  11 
EKU signs punter 
Punter Ed Laski of St! 
Francis de Sales High School in 
Chicago, III., has signed a 
nationa letter-of-intent with the 
Eastern Kentucky University 
football team. 
Laski., 6-2, 205-pounds, holds 
his high school's punting record, 
averaging 44 yards per punt his 
junior year. This past season, 
he punted for an average of 41.7. 
An All-Conference and All- 
Area choice for coach John 
Cappello at de Sales High 
School, he picked up the most 
valuable player award Bt de 
Sales his sophomore and senior 
year! He also served as lean 
captain this past season. 
"Ed was recruited by several 
of the bigger schools and is 
definitely a blue-chipper," said 
Cappello. 
-In") 
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DAN BOGDAN, a recent 
standout on the EKU Golf 
Team, sinks a putt. Eastern 
will      host      the     EKU 
Invitational which begins, 
Saturday. All action will be 
at Arlington. 
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Golf    Special 
Jenny Utz qualifies 
for national meet 
Faultless-Lee Trevino Staff Set of Clubs 
3 woods,    9 irons List Price SI 68" MIS" 
Super Mex Balls List $12" r 
Faultless Lee Trevino Sombrero list »15" per dozen 12oo 
Lee Trevino Golf Gloves List »5" >4M 
6-piece Starter Set >30" 
7-piece Spalding Qualifier Llstw W 
Knit Head Covers list '12" 10" 
Converse Golf Shoes '21* 
[ALL   OTHER GOLF  ACCESSORIES  AT  COMPARABLE   SAVINGS! 
Jennifer Utz, a freshman on 
the Eastern women's track 
team, won the Kentucky 
Women's Intercollegiate 
Conference' 880 yd. run in 
2:22.8 last ' 'weekend at 
Morehead and has qualified for 
the AIAW championships in 
Corvallis, Oregon, May 16-17. 
Miss Utz, a graduate of Boone 
County High School, had never 
run the 880 before this season. 
Eastern coach Dr. Dorothy 
Harkins asked her to try it in an 
indoor meet aginst Centre 
College last winter. Jenny said, 
"It was fun and I kept running 
it. I had always run the 440 and 
the mile relay in high school." 
When   asked  how   she   had 
improved so quickly on a new 
event.  Miss Utz responded, 
"Well,   I just like  running. 
Howevejr Coach (Art) Harvey 
(EKU men's track coach) has 
helped a lot. Patti Lisehora and 
I are the only middle distance 
runners on the team and we run 
with the men's team in practice. 
They help a lot too." 
She is now about to face her 
"toughest competition of the 
season so far," this Saturday in 
the Becky Boone Relays at 
EKU. "I'm really looking 
forward to it," she said. "There 
will be some good runners 
here." 
Miss Utz played several 
sports in high school, but will 
devote most of her time to 
running while attending EKU. 
"If there is a women's cross- 
country team next fall, I'll 
probably run." 
Jenny is a 19-year old 
physical education major at 
EKU and lives in Florence. 
There's more to 
cycling than a 
bicycle. And your 
dealer has more 
the things that 
make cyclings 
and more fun. 
Turpiii's Bicycle World 
S. Porter Dr. 623 7214 
I 
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iWestern shows domination in 
meet with Eastern, Morehead 
HYJOHNMOKMM 
Starr Writer 
Last Saturday the trackmen 
torn Eastern took it on the chin 
from two (JVC rivals— Western 
Kentucky University, and 
Morehead Slate The meet was 
held in Bowling Green, and the 
Ihost team showed it's ex- 
ceptional depth and in- 
ternational talent by winning 
nine of the seventeen events, 
with athletes scoring from 
England, Germany, 
Canada, and the L'.S 
Morehead Slate is a much 
improved team this season, and 
earned over half of it's 6 points 
in the spring events. The ab- 
sence of a healthy Tyrone 
Harbut hurl Eastern in this 
area of competition, but the 
performances of Bryan 
Kobinson, Dennis Donahue. 
Jerry Just, and Joe Wiggins 
gave EKU much of their scoring 
punch  in     the 440-yard  dash, 
mile relay and 440-yd. in- 
termediate hurdles. Bryan 
Itobinson won the 440 in 48.1 
seconds. Dennis Donahue 
placed third and Joe Wiggins 
finished fourth. Then the team 
of Just, Donahue, Wiggins, and 
Kobinson won the mile relay 
event Just also placed second 
in the 440 intermediate hurdles. 
In the field events, Frank 
Powers and Dennis Roberts 
showed further signs of being 
the best javelin throwers in the 
Ohio Valley, as Powers won the 
event with a toss of 2227" >a 
new stadium record at 
Western >, while Roberts placed 
second at 96' 81*. Tony and 
Scott DeCania teamed up to 
finish second and fourth 
respectively in the shot put, both 
hitting the 48' range. Tommie 
Kerns was runner-up in the 
discus with a throw of 140' ". 
Neither Eastern or Morehead 
has     much     luck      against 
Western s dominant force of 
middle distance and distance 
runners, as each school only 
scored twp points overall in the 
half mile, mile, and 3 mile 
events. Dan Malousch finished 
fourth in the 3-mile, with his 
besl outdoor lime of 14:34 8, and 
Bob Moffett placed fourth also, 
in Ihe mile run, with a. lime of 
4:15.6. The tinal score of Ihe 
triangular -meet was Western 
Kentucky 85. Morehead State 
61, and Eastern Kentucky 33. 
EKU will again face1 
Morehead when the Eagles 
travel to Richmond on Thur- 
sday. May 1st. Coach Harvey is 
hoping for a good crowd (o help 
support the trackmen from 
Eastern during these final 
weeks of the season. 
Antique Car Cigarette Lighters 
Bicycle Radios 
Pocket Camera Radios 
DOWN * PAT 
■V PAT WILSON PROGRESS SPORTS EDITOR 
It's about time 
I owe an apology to all readers, fans and 
athletes. There is one aspect of the athletic scene 
that has gone virtually unmentioned in this 
column and I should be ostracized for that mental 
error. The managers of the sports scene at EKU 
are a vital cog in the organization of every team 
but they never get publicity. 
Well, I finally woke up. I've known several of 
the managers since I've been writing and haven't 
had the good sense to use some some of the best 
material available. There are three in particular 
I know well and have observed the job they do. 
Jim Geveland is the head manager for the 
football team. He's worked with Roy Kidd's 
Colonels for four years. He says his biggest thrill 
was last season's OVC title (all three have been 
with "an OVC winner at least once.) Jim likes 
working with the football team and constantly, 
keeps tbem in stitches with his humor. "I'm 
scared of football," he says explaining why he 
doesn't play, "You might get hurt." Geveland 
has one year left and he is looking forward to 
going to a bowl game next year. 
When asked if he enjoyed his job, he replied, "If I 
had it all to do over, I'd do it again, twice." 
Another one of the very experienced managers 
if Mark Hudson, head manager for the basketball 
team. "It seems like a job sometimes, because I 
have to work at it every day. But, when the season 
is over," he commented, "I really do miss it. It's 
the only work I've ever done that I liked." Mark 
has also been head manager for two years while 
working with the Colonels for four. 
Mark also commented that he and the 
managers of other sports often have to' share 
equipment and that's never been a problem. 
Probably the craziest and most school-spirited 
guy on Eastern's campus is the baseball 
manager, Joe Abney. If you have ever been to 
just one of Eastern's baseball games, then you 
know who Joe is. He's the guy with the (very) 
blonde hair who never slows down or shuts up. He 
gives the team the spirit and the enthusiasm it has 
had for four years. Luckily he'll be helping the 
team for one more year. 
Joe, a Physical Education major from Irvine, 
says, "My biggest thrill will be this Saturday, 
when we beat Morehead for the Eastern OVC 
title." Coach Hissom, how are you going to 
replace a guy like Joe Abney? 
Often these managers do more than just their 
stereotyped work. They work well with the 
players and the coaches; this is what makes them 
so. important. 
There are many more managers that deserve 
praise. I'd like to thank all for the help and in- 
formation they've gone ou of the way to give me 
over my three years of writing. Hats off to the 
managers of EKU, somebody notices you—even if 
I was three years late. 
Special Gift Items 
50% Off 
REG 
2500 
25 00 
14 95 
The Gift Box 
University Shopping Center 
CURRIER'S 
MUSIC WORLD 
Now in New Location 
THE UNIVERSITY 
SHOPPING CENTER 
Come  in  and   see  our  selections  ol  guitars,  amps. 
Keyboards,   albums, 
and much  more1 
EASTERN BASEBALL coach Jack 
Hissom received a cake after his team's 
10-9 victory over Tennessee Tech 
University denoting his 100th victory as 
coach of the EKU baseball team. In his 
four years as baseball coach, Hissom's 
Eastern's teams have won 100 and lost 78 
and will compete this weekend in the 
Ohio Valley Conference playoffs by 
virtue   of   its    fall    Eastern    Division 
championship. Kneeling: Hissom. 
Standing, from left, are the four seniors 
who have contributed to each of these 100 
wins: Joe Abney. student manager. 
Irvine: Jay Baffin, third baseman. 
Nicholasville; Barry Mauntel. 
righthanded pitcher. Elsmere; and Ray 
Spenilla, rightfielder, Coeburn. Va 
Eastern has a 22-17-1 record this year 
All the marbles are on the line for the 
baseballers Saturday against Morehead 
Bryan Robinson 
Saturday was a time for 
celebration for Coach Jack 
Hissom after his Colonels 
bestowed the Eastern baseball 
coach with his 100th career 
victory in the form of a 10-9 tilt 
Whites tip Maroons 
in   spring game 
as Mitchell stars 
A 21-7 victory by the White 
team over the Maroon squad 
closed spring football drills at 
Eastern Thursday in the annual 
Maroon-White Scrimmage. 
Freshman quarterback Ernie 
House directed the White team 
to three touchdowns, scoring 
two himself on runs of one yard 
each while freshman fullback 
Hal Emerson accounted for the 
other White touchdown with a 
one-yard run. 
House completed three of his 
eighl passes for 49 yards. 
Freshman tailback Stanley 
Mitchell of the White squad was 
the game's leading rusher with 
88 yards in 18 carries, while 
Emerson totaled 60 yards in 11 
carries. 
Al Keller, freshman from 
Euclid. Ohio, quarterbacked the 
Maroon team, hitting four of 11 
passes and running the ball nine 
times for 27 yards. The Maroon 
(allied its lone score on a third 
PAIR UP WITH 
quarter four-yard scamper 
freshman John Travis. 
Junior Hardin was a standout 
on defense for the Maroon team 
with 11 unassisted tackles, 
while Edward Johnson topped 
the White squad with -eight 
tackles and four assists. 
Mike Woods was the leading 
ground gainer for the Maroon 
team with 40 yards in seven 
carries. Scott McCallister 
added 35 and Steve Streight 30. 
Forced to miss the scrim- 
mage because of injuries were 
tailbacks Everett Talbert and 
Steve Merli, linebacker Art 
Bledsoe. tight end Joe Drennen, 
guard Buddy Jones, center 
Roosevelt Kelly and defensive 
tackle Howard Miller. 
over visiting Tennessee Tech in 
the nightcap of a doubleheader 
with the Golden Eagles in Ohio 
Valley Conference division 
play. 
The day had not opened on 
: such pleasant note for Hissom 
as EKU was on the short end of 
a 5-3 decision in the first game, 
but the pitching of reliever John 
Lisle pulled the Colonels the fire 
in the second round. 
Taking a capsule look at the 
initial encounter, Tech tallied 
its five runs on nine hits with no 
errors, while Eastern got its 
three runs on 13 hits with one 
miscue. 
Reliever Mike Moore 
collected the victory for the 
Eagles, while Dave Dorsey was 
tabbed with the loss. Dan Peery 
started the game at the mound 
for EKU, but was relieved in the 
sixth inning by Dorsey. The loss 
dropped Dorsey's record to 2-3. 
Pete Dimas started for the 
Colonels and allowed five runs 
in two innings of hurling. He 
was relieved in the third by 
Denny Harbour. who came in to 
give up four more runs. Lisle 
then took the mound slot to pitch 
two scoreless innings en route to 
his third win win in as many 
starts. 
Leading hitters for EKU op 
the day were Dennis Brant with- - 
a five for eight effort including a 
double and an RBI; Darryl 
Weaver, four for six; Mike 
Gentry, three hits including a 
double, a triple and two RBIs; 
John Thomas, three singles and 
two RBIs 
Eastern will play Morehead 
for the OVC Eastern Division 
championship. The game will 
be at Morehead and will start at 
1:00 p.m. The Colonels will play 
Kentucky State one game, 
today in Frankfort. 
Feed Four 
for *5.2fi 
G'OWM) Baal 
Francn Fr.es, 
1 Can  o>  K>dn«y  Baan» 
1 Can of Paacnaa 
Gravy  M.. 
1 Prf»i r»» Potato** 
1 P.rt( „1 Coi«„la* 
1 P.nl  ol  Gmvy 
O Roll a 
1 P»aa  AI|«rnoon 
Dinner Later.  Dinner's Ready! 
Lai tha Coloiiw) on 1h* shopping 
and cootwiq In. ynu rilik*sr la 
do-'t -yO*#*»l*  P"» H 
COLONEL SANDERS' RECIPE 
K«ntu<rkij fried Cklcktn 
Easttra By-Pass DiX 823-6000 
RICK'S 
INTERNATIONAL 
BICYCLES 
FOREIGN CAR 
SERVICE CENTER 
Specializing in Volkswagen 
FOREIGN CARS • PARTS 
MAJOR   «  MINOR  REPAIRS 
TRANSMISSION—MOTORS  4  TUNE  UPS 
BRAKE  SERVICE—IGNITION 
JASPER  CASTLE-Owner 
FREE   P'CK   UP  t  DELIVERY 
Welcome 
Eastern Students 
6239723 
SERVICE 
STATION 
1 
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Fall of South Vietnam 
embitters veterans 
H\   I \( kll   HI XTON 
and 
MIKK HAMILTON 
The only thing remaining of non 
communist South Vietnam, is its 
capital—and many wonder how long 
Saigon will hang on EKL s Veterans' 
experiences in Vietnam recently lended 
lo critical discussion about the present 
situation. 
Sam Begley. a senior political science 
major who sprit nine months as a 
helicopter pilot and company com 
maniicr in South Vietnam said, "There 
wasn't a damn thing accomplished that I 
can see." 
"They can't win 1 never though we 
had a chance. theCommunistsjust aren't 
going to quit." 
Begley-said that Ford doesn't have a 
lot of choice. "It's public will to stay out 
of there." He agrees with the decision to 
help the refugees and to aid in a "com- 
mitted" financing effort. 
On the whole. Begley said he was bitter 
about the United States' fighting. "The 
amnesty program and the Gl Bill really 
irritates me, being restricted to only 
undergraduate study." He thinks there 
is a different public attitude toward 
South Vietnam veterans as compared to 
those of World War II "There is less 
caring," he said 
Parking tickets 
iContinued from page one) 
referring lo the possibility of a car being 
towed away. 
Lockridge said the biggest parking 
problem now is near intramural fields, 
next lo Brockton. He said Dapple going to 
the fields do not park in places provided, 
but pull into Brockton parking places 
instead. 
Furthermore, Lockridge couldn't 
understand why people drive their cars 
lo the intramural fields. "They all have 
lo drive to get exercise." 
"Security is now concentrating on 
University Drive, a sore place in the 
afternoon," said Lockridge. 
Packets can be held if a parking fine is 
not taken care of and the fine is doubled 
to four dollars. 
He noted an analogy between parking 
tickets and a commercial on television, 
,  "You pay me now or pay me later." 
Lockridge said there was no quota 
system for handing out tickets, com- 
menting, "The best day we could have on 
campus would be to have no violations." 
According lo junior Steve Reeves, the 
South Vietnamese army doesn't have the 
leaders or the will to win.* Senator 
Hubert Humphrey echoed these feelings 
when he said, "The South Vietnamese 
have the fourth largest air fore* in the 
world and they left it and ran for cover.' 
During his one year as a computer 
technician in Vietnam, Jim Gay. a 
senior I.F.N major, had the impression 
that it was more of a political war than 
anything else. 
The South Vietnamese did not care who 
was in power, the Communists. Nazis.or 
anyone else, according to uay. "All they 
wanted was a rice field, to live their own 
lives, and lo feed their kids They don't 
care about officers." 
Gay added that the ethnocentric ten- 
dency the United States imposed on the 
Oriental country by introducing money, 
vehicles, etc. "destroyed the country in a 
way." 
Gay was expecting to see war and 
chaos when the army sent him to Viet- 
nam. "It was quiet when I got off the 
plane. The first thing I saw was a Shell 
station, and in the distance, a Gulf 
station." 
One might wonder if American soldiers 
expressed animosity toward the North 
Vietnamese and Viet Cong. Gay said he 
respected them. "They didn't have 
ammo, but they improvised. They used 
what we threw away against us; "we 
were our own worst enemy'", he said. 
Paul Sturgeon, a junior, was all "gung 
ho" at first about his 17-month assign 
ment in Vietnam. He said he felt he was 
doing a good thing by helping the South 
Vietnamese fight their war, but admitted 
that was not the way things really were. 
"After working in intelligence work 
with ARVN (Army Republic of Viet- 
nam), I realized they weren't concerned 
at all. and this changed  my attitude." 
He believes that all South Vietnamese 
teachers or persons that had anything to 
do with the Americans will be killed by 
the Communists. He said there are a lot 
of American-Asian children that should 
be airlifted first. Sturgeon added that it 
would be easy to distinguish Anglo- 
Saxon features in the children. 
Many veterans stated, "We have toe 
many orphans of our own to be playing 
parents for the world." 
Sturgeon, too, agreed that the only help 
he cold see giving would be to help the 
refugees, to give economic aid, but no 
military aid. "I hate saying it, but I 
wouldn't want us to go again. We went 
over once, and blew it. Everything we 
fought for went down the drain." 
Dashing for the finish 
Chicago state's Teila Chemabwai nudges out a Tigerbelle from Tennessee State in 
winning the 440 yd. dash at last year's Becky Boone Relays. Her time of 56.2 seconds set a 
meet record. Ms. Chemabwai will return for the Fourth Annual Becky Boone Relays to 
be held here Saturday. 
Board to honor five Kentuckians 
with doctorals at commencement 
Eastern will award five honorary 
doctoral degrees at commencement 
exercises this spring and summer. 
The Board of Regents recently ap- 
proved the award of the honorary Doctor 
of Lawsdegree to Dr. Harry M. Sparks, 
former president of Murray State 
University; Dr. Louis Smith, professor of 
political science, Berea College; U.S. 
Senator Walter D. Huddleston. 
Elizabethtown, and Circuit Judge James 
S. Chenault, Richmond. 
The honorary Doctor of Sciencedegree 
will be awarded to Dr Carl McClellan 
Hill, president of Kentucky State 
University, Frankfort. Sparks, Hill and 
Smith will receive their degrees at the 
spring commencement May 11 at which 
Sparks will be the speaker. Huddleston 
and Chenault will receive their degrees 
at the summer commencement Aug. 7 at 
which Huddleston will speak. 
Smith has been dean and academic 
vice president at Berea College. He has 
also served the U.S. State Department in 
consultant positions on education in India 
and the Arab countries. 
A former Elizabethown radio station 
general manager. Huddleston has served 
two terms as state senator, including 
service as Democratic caucus chairman 
and majority floor leader 
A former commonwealth's attorney, 
Chenault is president of the Kentucky 
Association of Circuit Judges. He also 
has headed the Madison County Bar 
Association and the Commonwealth's 
Attorney Association of Kentucky. 
Hill came to Kentucky State from 
Tennessee A.&I. State University where 
he   served   as  dean   of faculty, 
chairman of the school of arts and 
sciences, and chemistry department 
chairman. 
In Kentucky education 
Gable says need to 'take 
new  broom, sweep path' 
BY WILMA REED 
Staff Writer 
Bob Gable. Republican candidate for 
governor, promised that there will be 
easily identifiable differences between 
parties and candidates for the voters of 
Kentucky this year. 
Gable addressed local Republican 
leaders and members of various College 
Republicans' Clubs on campus last nigh!. 
Finding fault with the Democratic 
administration. Gable said "Nobody is 
able to resist financing a good idea, but 
you can't do a good job of everything." 
He cited as an example education in 
Kentucky. During Louie Nunn's ad- 
ministration Kentucky ranked 37 in the 
nation in spending per pupil. Now 
Kentucky ranks 49 in the natior. and is 
expected lo replace Mississippi as 
number SO by September of this year. 
Education has been in Democratic 
hands for years stated Gable. "If voters 
want to do something about education, 
take a new broom and sweep a clean path 
in that department." he said. 
"I don't think Kentucky can stand four 
years of either of the other guys." said 
Gable. And according to Gable, the way 
to change is to induce that 60 per cent of 
registered voters who stayed home from 
the polls last fall to get out and vote. 
During a question and answer session. 
Gable said that canvassing and getting 
absentee voters to vote would be the best 
help College Republicans could give their 
party. 
Gable also said he would like to "see the 
Red River Gorge issue die in this 
campaign by all candidates coming out 
in favor of preservation of the gorge." 
Collective bargaining? "Defeat it," 
Gable declared. He reasoned that there 
is no downward pressure on government 
employees. In the private, business 
sector, the pressure comes from the fact 
that business can go broke and shut 
down. But we cannot afford to shut down 
government services said Gable 
When asked about strip mining. Gable 
said it has become an emotional issue. In 
his opinion, an even-handed Federal law 
is needed. Gable said that 80 per cent of 
the present Congressional drafts for strip 
mining legislation is good, but too many 
things have iieen tacked on. 
Gable admitted his personal interest in 
Stearn Mining, a deep mine operation 
may constitute a conflict of interest. He 
feels that 'enforced' legislation is needed, 
but not to the extent that it would close or 
prevent strip mining. 
not to the extent that it would close or 
prevent strip mining. 
-A few extra dollars in costs per ton of 
strip-mined coal in reclamation expenses 
would help equalize the price differential 
between strip-mined and deep-mined 
coal." he said. 
Saying that the company which his 
family has controlling interest, uses 
railway cars to transport coal. Gable 
said railway or barge hauling is best for 
volume coal transporting. Thus it would 
ease the controversy of overweight 
coal trucks ruining the 
roads    of     Kentucky. 
Gable thinks he can win the upcoming 
election. He feels that Republicans are 
pulling together after a lull last year. 
Quoting Abraham Lincoln to sum 
manze his Republican principles he 
said: 
"You cannot bring about prosperity by 
discontinuing thrift 
You cannot strengthen the weak by 
weakening the strong 
You cannot help the wage earner by 
pulling down the wage payer 
You cannot further the brotherhood of 
man by encouraging class hatred 
You cannot help the poor by destroying 
the rich 
You cannot keep out of trouble by 
spending more than you earn 
You cannot build character and 
courage by taking away a man's 
initiative and independance 
You cannot help men permanently by 
doing for them what they could and 
should do for themselves." 
He said he would like lo see College 
Republicans rekindle Interest in their 
club. The club at Eastern was once the 
largest club in the nation College 
Republicans from Asbury College. 
Centre College and the University of 
Kentucky were included in Gable's 
audience. 
Student Regent 
election  Tuesday 
The president-elect of the Student 
Association, Jim Murphy, is not a 
resident of the state of Kentucky For 
that reason, an election for Student 
Regent (student representative on (he 
university's Board of Regents) will be 
held Tuesday from 10 a.m. to S p.m. in the 
Powell Building,. 
Candidates seeking this position Sjpt 
submit their petitions by 4 p.m. today at 
the Student Association Office, second 
floor, Powell. 
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Big Discounts! 
Save up to $3.00! 
Records 
Top artists! 
Major labels! 
Hundreds of records! Classics included! 
Many, many selections in this special purchase. 
AMERCA'HEARTS 
Includes Daisy Jane Seasons 
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WARNER BROS. 
RECORDS 
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111 PLAY FOR YOU 
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FEELINQS ON 
UNITED ARTISTS 
RECORDS 
DON'T MISS THIS SALE!! 
Come early for best selection! 
The University Store 
Keen Johnson Building 
STEREO LP'S 
NOW ONLY... 4.99 
PICTURED ITEMS ONLY. 
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